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Welcome to Prague!
We, all the organizers, Walter Sadowski, Vojta Piffl, Jan Pichal, Vojta Svoboda and myself
have gone an extra mile to organize this event to make this meeting happening.
The reason we have extended ourselves beyond limits is because we believe that today we are
going to start something very important for the future. In our opinion, remote participation
will become the name of the game for years to come.
This brings me to my second point. I am very glad to see in attendance so many young people
coming from two great universities of Prague, world famous Charles University and Czech
Technical University. They are here because they could not not to be here. We will appreciate
this very highly.
Finally, we hope that your meeting will become a permanent satellite of ICPP.
We welcome this event becoming a long standing tradition!

Michael Tendler, President of the ICPP
from the opening speech

Dear Colleagues,
at the beginning of the Workshop on Remote Participation in Fusion Experiments let me say a
few words in the name of my Czech colleagues - the coorganizers of this meeting.
Part of the scientific activity of the Institute of Plasma Physics of Academy of Sciences of
the Czech Republic during the almost forty years deals with experimental and theoretical
studies of the hot plasma physics problems - the Fusion Programme. In the position of a small
country in the heart of Europe the close contacts and cooperation with other institutes
especially in Europe is a necessary presumption of an effective scientific progress and
creation of an interesting and new results in this branch of science.
The Remote Participation Activities on large and expensive machines in the next future, better
to say in the next century, is the reason why we actively participate in the organisation of this
Workshop, the very first of this kind, why we will listen to our colleagues from abroad with
great attention.
I welcome with great pleasure all participants in our capital - Prague and on the ,,board of the
ship of the Czech Technical University" -on the board of the Faculty of Nuclear Science and
Engineering.
I wish all of you a great success in your activities at this meeting.

Vojta Piffl, chairman of the local committee

NEXT FAGE(S)
I#f t BLANK
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Remarks on the Current Status
of the Garching/Greifswald Connection

F. R. Hertweck, U. Schwenn, U. Wenzel

IPP Garching, Euratom Association

1. Introduction

In the following notes, I (frh) want to describe the current state of affairs regarding video conferencing between
IPP Garching and IPP Greifswald. My role was merely that of giving encouragement and occasionally removing
some stumbling stones for Ulrich, who did most of the work, together with Klaus Desinger of the Computer
Center RZG. The work described in section 4 is that of Uwe Wenzel of the Plasma Diagnostics Division Berlin
of the IPP. The work reported is to show how we run a remote diagnostic today (at ASDEX Upgrade). We
expect similar techniques to be used on W7-X.

The buildings of the Greifswald Institute are now under construction. The W7-X Theory Division (under
Prof. J. Niihrenberg) were the first to move (in 1996) to Greifswald to some rented offices; in the near future
other groups will follow. They are the spear-head of the IPP, establishing our presence in Greifswald already
now. years before the W7-X will go into operation. This is important for political reasons, because Mecklenburg-
Vorpommern is one of the least developed parts of Germany with a high level of unemployment. The presence
of the IPP in Greifswald will help to develop the infrastructure.

How do we support our colleagues in Greifswald so that they feel they really belong to the IPP? Because the IPP
is one Institute in two locations! In fact, for the time being there is also the Plasma Diagnostics Division in
Berlin.

For remote participation, the availability of the Internet is essential. The German network (Fig. 1). today called
B-WiN (Breitband-Wissenschaftsnetz = Broad Band Scientific Network) is now in pretty good shape. The
backbone net has a bandwidth of 155 Mbit/sec, (shown in red on the map) and 15 universities are attached to it
with this same bandwidth. The other uiuversitie nodes are attached with 34 Mbit/sec, trunk lines. While the IPP
Garching is connected to the net with 34 Mbit-sec. the attachment of IPP Greifswald to the node of the
University of Greifswald is at present a 2 Mbit/sec, line (which of course can be upgraded if the need arises).
The connection to other countries is shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. Traffic to the USA was congested before the two
45 Mbit/sec lines were in place: the soon will be supplemented by a third line.

As far as video-conferencing is concerned, the standard transmission medium is ISDN (2-6 channels. 128 to
384 kbit/sec). All commercial equipment (PictureTel. SONY. ...) is geared to it. Now the Mbone protocol, to be
used on the Internet, is emerging. We are conducting tests with it. We hope that the problems with guaranteed
bandwidth and guaranteed maximum delay times can be resolved in the near future.

At present, the DFN (Deutsches Forschungsnetz. the organization miming the B-WiN) offers this feature for
B-WiN. with pricing based on increments of 1 Mbit/sec; however, only an ATM interface is available at present
and the cost is not yet competitive with ISDN, mainly due to a loss in bandwidth because of Internet protocols
(effectively using only 40% of the bandwidth). PictureTel have recently announced an El Interface with up to
2 Mbit/sec transfer rate, allowing further improved video performance. IP (ATM. etc.) interfaces are expected
towards the end of 1998.

We shall use video conferencing in at least three ways: simultaneous lecture presentation, board meetings, and
pcrson-to-pcrson communication (see Fig. 4)

2. The Lecture Hall Environment
The first requirement of our Greifswald collegues was to be able to participate in the IPP Colloquium, which
takes place in Garching about once a week. There were two problems to cope with:
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(1) Video transmission of the lecture itself (two-way transmission, permitting question/answer dialogues
between the remote audience and the lecturer)

(2) Real-time transmission of the viewgraphs presented by the lecturer.

We tried to solve both problems in Nov. 96 with one sort of (affordable) equipment: a PictureTel SwiftSite video
communication equipment with a GroupView overhead projector attached to it. They operate on two ISDN
channels, i.e. 128 kbit/s. While SwiflSite is based on the usual video standard, the Group View has a higher
resolution, but can only handle black&white viewgraphs. What is even worse: the transmission of a viewgraph to
the remote site typically takes 10 sec. An assistant was required to help the lecturer to put the viewgraph into the
GroupView before it was shown with a conventional overhead projector (in colour) in the IPP lecture hall.
(Things were even more cumbersome if the viewgraphs were contained in protection pockets!) The SwiftSite, in
fact intended for person-to-person communication, was not the best possible solution for usage in a lecture hall
(in particular, we had an echo problem). There is no need to stress the point that video communication with
standard equipment is not suitable to convey viewgraph information: the resolution of the TV is simply not good
enough.

Though our first experience in general was positive, we started to look for better ways to do the job. In
particular, we wanted to improve the transmission of viewgraphs. We required at least the usual PC screen
resolution of 1024 x 1280 pixels (which is quite adequate, compared to the resolution of standard TV).

Ulrich Schwenn came up with an interesting solution (see Fig. 5-7): Use a digital camera to input the
viewgraphs (and any other pictures or graphs, for that matter) into a PC. use Adobe Photoshop for rendering and
pre-processing of the pictures, transfer the graphical files to Power Point format, transmit the files to Greifswald
via the B-WiN Network (200 kB/sec. average transmission speed), and use PowerPoint in network mode with
two stations (Garching in lecturer mode. Greifswald in viewer mode). The pictures are displayed with SONY
Video Projectors, with 1600 x 2000 pixels (in Garching) and 1200 x 1600 pixels (in Greifswald), respectively.
The camera input takes less than 10 sec. per picture, so a lecture can be input in a quarter of an hour mid
transmitted to Greifswald via B-WiN (and. incidentally, to any other Internet location). If a lecturer already has a
Power Point presentation, the effort is practical!)' negligible. A peculiar problem arises however with some
lecturers who do not wish to entrust their viewgraphs to a computer (or. rather, the people running the
computer...).

This system was installed just a couple of weeks ago and seems to work as expected. Since the introduction of
the SwiftSite equipment, there has been progress with the Mbone Project, which uses the Internet as a medium
for communication where a liigher bandwidth (of >2 Mbit/sec.) is standard (but on B-WiN a guaranteed
bandwidth + maximum delay is still expensive). We are in the course of installing the equipment and software to
find out how it works and whether it is adequate, efficient, and reliable enough. And whether Mbone
transmission matches the quality of the PictureTel equipment, especially picture and sound synchronisation,
remains to be seen.

3. Video-Conferencing for Board Meetings

The requirements for this type of application are different from the lecture hall scenario (see Fig. 8). It seems that
at present only a high quality room system will meet the requirements. Because these meetings are confidential,
equipment is needed with an easy-to-use interface, so that no ancillary personnel is required. Recently, we have
conducted a test with a pair of the PictureTel Venue 2000/50 System. With this system. 6 ISDN channels
(= 384 kbit/sec.) can be used, with excellent sound and video performance. It was decided to install these in
Garching and Greifswald. It will then help to reduce the need to travel between Greifswald and Garching for the
tlircc or four persons involved. (To get from Greifswald to Garching or vice versa takes the better part of a day.)

4. Person-to-Person Video Conferencing

For the person-lo-person communication it seems that the Mbone facility is the best choice: the performance
over the Internet should by sufficiently good and the cost is very reasonable because only some additional
equipment is needed; there are no extra costs for the net. At present video, audio and the "Whiteboard" facility
(ShowMe of SUN. InPerson of SGI) have been tested on several platforms and hardware and software
recommendations are being prepared (see Fig. 9).
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It is obvious.that "application sharing" is the most important function of this kind of communication: people
want to talk about programs running on a supercomputer, say, or to study drawings of a CAD system, etc.

We expect to have many of these desk top systems.

5. Remotely Running a Diagnostic at ASDEX Upgrade

In the Berlin Plasma Diagnostics Division of the IPP, Uwe Wenzel is in charge of the Boundary Layer
Spectrometer Diagnostic for ASDEX Upgrade. This diagnostic is now run routinely from Berlin via the net.

The spectrometer is attached via a programmable controller to a serial port of a UNIX Workstation (a SPARC),
which is located near the experiment. The diagnostic software is ran by remote login from Berlin using standard
XTERM procedures. Also the control of the equipment is done from Bewrlin. Since the commissioning of the
B-WiN. tlie reliability, the throughput and the response of the network have increased dramatically. There is
virtually no difference between local and remote access. The IPP Berlin Division is connected to the Fritz Haber
Institute of the Max Planck Society (also in Berlin) with a 2 Mbit/sec leased line; the latter has a 34 Mbit/sec
connection to the B-WiN

There are a few factors that are essential for the successful remote operation of the Boundary Layer Spectrometer
Diagnostic:

• The network of > 100 workstations of ASDEX Upgrade (all SPARCS) are inter-connected with
the Computing Centre's APS archival system (multi-residence Andrew File System); this
permits access to the data from anywhere (in this case Berlin).

• The shot file structure, developed for ASDEX Upgrade (with self-describing files) is essential
for easy access to data of other diagnostics wlu'ch need not be known in detail to the user.

• The shot file monitor, a control program, developed by Josef Maier of the Computer Science
Division, that organises data collection and storage of the 60+ diagnostics of ASDEX Upgrade.
It places the data both into the memory of one computer system (a four processor SPARC
System 100) and onto archival disk storage: it then notifies any waiting analysis program of the
availability of shot data.

• The OSIRIS data display system, developed by Reinhard Dnibe of the ASDEX Upgrade team,
is also quite important: it permits a quick graphical survey of the results of a shot

• The general rule is: process the data at the place where it resides, and transfer only the results
over the network; Uiis can reduce network traffic considerably. (Though this seems obvious, it
is not: for users to be encouraged to do this a high speed network with good response is
essential for interactively analyzing the data. With a non-responsive network the user will
rather first fetch all the data and then do analysis locally.)

• The vocal announcement of the next shot in the ASDEX Upgrade control room has been
augmented by voice mail, so the announcements can be listened to in Berlin.

• The status display of the shotfile monitor, a control program that organises data collection and
storage of the 60+ diagnostics of ASDEX Upgrade, is also accessible from Berlin.

• Uwe Wenzel is using his own shot logfile which is implemented by HTML techniques and
accessible via Netscape, see Fig. 10-12. This is a good example how today's Internet
techniques can be used to get quicker acces to information - both for the user himself and
others. (Note that this is also useful locally.)

There is still the need for Uwe to travel to Garching, especially on those Mondays when there are meetings
needed to plan the experimental activity for the coming week. A video communication facility would be helpful
and this will be one of the next items on the agenda to be solved with the Mbone facility of the Internet.

For details of the ASDEX Upgrade Data Acquisition System, see [1],

6. Reference

111 Karl Behler, et al. Review of the ASDEX Upgrade Data Acqusilion Environment - present operation and
future requirements, to appear in Fusion Engineering and Design. 1998
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Remote Participation across National Boundaries

Ulrich Samm

Imtitul fur Plasmaphysik
Forschmigszentrum Jiilich GmbH, EURATOM Assozialioti

Trilateral Euregio Cluster

1. Introduction

The fusion research landscape is presently changing dramatically: constraint budgets on the one hand and the
natural development towards larger devices on the other hand lead unavoidably to a concentration on a smaller
number of large devices. ITER could be the next step device, where for the first time all nations involved in
fusion would play an active role. The present ratio of fusion laboratories without a large device to those with
such a machine will increase.

This development will change the style of experimental work. More experimentalists will have to travel. Larger
groups will perform campaign-like experiments, where they will stay on the site for a limited lime of typically a
few weeks. Others will be integrated in a local working team with which they cooperate on-site or remotely from
their home base. More than ever before, experimental task forces for specific research goals will perform their
work sequentially on different machines.

For theses groups the tools, rules and certain standards for remote participation are essential for an efficient
work. This paper describes these needs from an experimentalists point of view and the aims for developing and
demonstrating remote participation on the medium size tokamak TEXTOR-94.

2. TEC-REMOTE

The tokamak TEXTOR-94 is operated by a cluster of the tliree EURATOM associations Forschungszentnim
Jiilich (Germany), ERM/KMS Brussels (Belgium) and FOM Rijnhuizen (The Netherlands), which has been
founded in 1996 - it is called the Trilateral Euregio Cluster (TEC). A joint research programme is organized in a
matrix-like structure, where main topic groups cover certain research fields based on the manpower and other
resources from the various partners according to their expertise. This structure is open for the local universities
and other partners (e.g. IEA contract).

One of the main reasons for the foundation of the TEC is the fact that the partners involved are already
neighbors. The distance between the labs is less tlian 2 hours driving or about 200 km. The total manpower
working in fusion in the TEC is about 200, where the number of professionals (physicists, engineers) is about 50.
The ratio of professionals from Jiilich. Rijnhuizen and Brussels is about 3:2:1.

The TEC can be considered as sufficiently large to represent a complex communications system. On the other
hand, due to its medium size the experiment should have enough flexibility for testing new methods of remote
participation without facing unacceptable high costs. The distance between the labs is too large for a daily travel,
thus a strong motivation exists to use remote participation tecluiiques. But the distance is also small enough for
frequent visits (e.g. once a week), thus a characteristic mix of work on-site and remote will develop. In this
respect the TEC might be distinct compared to other experiments.

The TEC is aiming at demonstrating remote participation including all elements from the preparatory work over
joint experimental sessions, meetings, seminars until the publication of the results. This undertaking runs under
the heading TEC-REMOTE and parts of it are presently strongly supported by the EURATOM project
DYNACORE[1].

The operation of the TEXTOR-94 experiment is foreseen until approximately 2006. a date which is linked to the
start of the new stellaralor Wendelstein 7X in Greifswald (German}'). This guaranties sufficient time for
developing TEC-REMOTE. Moreover, the new stellarator project, with which at least Jiilich will strongly
cooperate, is also subject of remote participation needs [2] and should be integrated in our efforts. Even earlier.
TEC will be affected by the new JET operation [3] which requires strong support from the EURATOM
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associations mid where remote participation techniques will play a cnicial role for ail efficient use of the limited
manpower.

3. The tools needed

Remote participation is not limited to cases where the distance between laboratories is measured in kilometers.
It is often the case, that inside buildings at the same site experimentalists are sitting in different rooms due to
complicated diagnostics which need special care or simply to the fact that some experimentalists prefer a quiet
place for their piggyback measurements. Thus, there are normally already customers for remote participation
techniques on the site. This provides the opportunity for testing new lecluiiques without the need for expensive
long distance data links and should be the starting point for all undertakings of this kind.

The tools needed can be classified according to the various stages of an experimental campaign:

a) preparatory work, planning
b) experimental session
c) data analysis
d) meetings, seminars
e) publications

preparatory work, planning

Mainly meetings and the work on shared documents play a role at tliis stage. The simplest meeting among a
larger group is a telephone conference supported by visual data, e.g. drawings made accessible via the WWW.
High performance data links would allow to transfer video data showing the partners. However, it has to be
evaluated whether in most cases it is already sufficient to have an audio supported discussion on documents
visible to all partners. The status of planning has to be accessible to all partners at any time.

experimental session

Experiments in fusion are complex. The experimental programme is planned well ahead by the various groups,
where the operational parameters are more or less defined for each plasma discharge together with the
diagnostics needed. However, unforeseen plasma behaviour and possible machine problems as well as the
outcome of diagnostics influence the sequence of discharges. In most cases cnicial data from a certain discharge
have first to be analyzed before a decision can be made on the operational conditions for the next discharge. This
requires close interaction among various people: operators, session leader, co-session leader and diagnosticians.

We have to distinguish the participants according to the degree of interaction needed:

session leader or co-session leader, operators (strongly interactive)
major diagnostician (with possibility for interaction)
piggyback measurements (no interaction, only uni-directional information)

The minimum information needed should contain

logbook information (readonly) containing information on the intentions, discharge parameters, comments.
etc. (the session leader is responsible).
general information from the operators (pauses, problems, tecluiical information)
data display with access to the general data base
video data of the discharge (plasma-camera),

audio information from the control room (session leader, announcements).

Optional also

video data of the control room and/or the session leader.

Those who are interactively involved in the experiment should be able to use

audio to the session leader.
whitcboarding.
data display/transfer.

10
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data analysis

The data access should be as open as possible. The data have to be qualified according to the level of analysis on
which they are based (raw data, calibrated data, analyzed data, etc.). Display tools (graphics) for the various
platforms should be provided to make maximum use of the hardware resources available. The common data base
has to provide means for storing high level data (after sophisticated analysis) by the various user. An appropriate
system to organize the permission for feeding data into the database has to be set up.

meetings, seminars

Meetings become complex as soon as more than two people are involved. Some of the meetings will be similar
to those which happen during the preparatory work. Others will be more seminar-like. The transmission of the
seminar by providing the speakers voice (e.g. telephone) and the viewgraphs (e.g. WWW) should be a standard
in all laboratories. Further information (video) or the possibility for interaction (questions) are of interest.

publications

For tlie preparation of papers document sharing would be an appropriate tool.

4. Sociological barriers and the development of general rules

Many technical tools for bi-directional communication like telephone, e-mail and to some extent also fax have
reached a standard nowadays that many people use these techniques and nearly everybody at least accepts
information sent via this channel. Remote participation techniques are by far not at this level of acceptance. In
many cases, where remote participation techniques have been tested, it turned out to be limited only to a few
people interested in this field. A wide acceptance is still missing. Limited availability and also sometimes user
unfriendly systems can be a reason. But the main problem is. that presently the potential users are not enough
motivated - there is no pressure.

We all see that with remote participation a new organizational form of experiments and laboratories will grow.
A few of them made already their first steps (e.g. TEC), but no large scale organization exists, in which remote
participation is already an essential element (i.e. no efficient work would be possible without it). Therefore, it is
a challenge to the head of organizations, who are in charge for future planning and reorganization of
experimental groups, to provide the guidelines for further developments and integration of remote participation
techniques. Only with this prerequisite a wide acceptance can be expected.

In a transient phase the exploration of these new methods has to be an element in the present day experiments
and ever}' day life of a laboratory. At the beginning tliis will be an extra load to the people involved. Tims, these
activities have to represent an explicit element in the overall programme of the laboratory. An important aim is
to develop rules under which meetings and seminars can be organized with remote participation. Probably the
role of a "session leader" or "communications director" has to be defined.

Intellectual property right are a sensitive issue. Already without remote access to data many scientists are
concerned about the proper use of their data by others. Control can be gained on both ends of the information
chain: a) close to where the data are created orb) just before publication.

A guarantee that all the data are used in a proper way only by controlling access to the data appears to be nearly
impossible. Strict access limitations would liindcr the data analysis seriously. Therefore, access to data should be
as open as possible but very strict rules should control the publications. At that stage the quality of the papers
and the authorship must be checked thoroughly. All relevant data used in the publications must be approved by
the responsible experimentalists either in form of co-authorship or by other written procedure.

5. The quest for standards

In an ideal world where remote participation teclmiques shall be widely used a fusion scientist should have the
free choice to login on any experiment he wants from his PC or workstation. He has no( to change between
different tools for data retrieval and display, document sharing or audio and video communications.

This ideal could become reality if we coordinate our efforts now. It is recommendable to organize in the
framework of EURATOM a "standing committee for remote participation standards in fusion". Its members

11
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should be delegated from the various associations wliich develop remote participation techniques. In
combination with regular workshops, this committee should fulfill the task of identifying fields wliich are subject
for standardization, define the standards and recommend them to all fusion laboratories. In addition, it should try
to luuinonize these standards witli corresponding activities in other parts of the world (in particular USA).

6. References
[1] M. Korten and N. Oomens, this workshop
[2] H. Hartfuss, this workshop
[3] V. Schmidt, this workshop
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The TEC Approach to a Remote Control Room at TEXTOR

M. Korten1, G. Kemmerling1, A. A. Ooraens3 ,W. Kooijman\ F. Durodie2,
C. T. A. M. de Laat4,W. Lourens4,E. van der Meer4

Trilateral Euregio Cluster:

1 Imtitutfiir Plasmaphysik, Forschungszentrum Jiilich GmbH, EURATOMAssociation,
D-52425 Jiilich, Germany

2 Laboratoire de Physique des Plasmas/Laboratorium voor Plasmafysica, ERM/KMS,
EURATOM Association, B-1000 Brussels, Belgium

J FOM Instituut voor Plasmafysica Rijnhuizen, EURATOM Association,
Postbus 1207, NL-3430 BE Niemvegein, The Netherlands

4 Fysische Informatica, Universiteit Utrecht,
3508 TA Utrecht, P.O. Box 80000, The Netherlands

1.0. Introduction

The tliree Euratom-associalcd Laboratories IPP-FZJ (Julich. DE). LPP-ERM/KMS (Brussels. BE), and FOM-IPP
(Nieuwegein, NL) have established an international organisational structure under the name Trilateral Euregio
Cluster (TEC) in order to perform and develop a coherent research progranune in thermonuclear plasma physics
and plasma-wall interaction. The central experimental facility for the Cluster progranune will be the
TEXTOR-94 tokamak. located at the premises of the Forscluuigszentrum Julich (FZJ). Germany.

Remote Participation teclmology is required for the joint operation of the common experimental facility by the
three Institutes. It will allow the scientists to conduct (part of) their research programme from their home
Institute, thereby saving on travel costs and. to some extent, avoiding or reducing social problems, such as
housing and partner jobs [1].

The TEC Remote Participation System, referred to as TEC-Remote in the following, is envisaged to provide a
common collaborative environment for the TEC scientific community. It will have to comprise services for
teleconferencing as well as remote operability and mutual data access. Typical questions for the ongoing TEC
Remote specification work are, i.e.

• What computer platforms are to be supported within the TEC-Remote architecture?
• What common database and communication systems are to be selected?
• How is TEC data to be standardised and made available to the user community?
• What common analysis programs, programming tools, graphical user interfaces are aimed at?
• What type of videoconferencing systems and communication tools are to be used?

2.0. Activities related to TEC Remote

In order to investigate the tecluiical aspects of a Remote Participation System. FZJ was searching for
international collaboration to benefit from developments at other institutions. At the international level, the
experience in the area of Remote Participation in Fusion in the U.S. obtained with operations of DIII-D (San
Diego. Ca [2]) and AJcator-C(Cambridge,Ma)(http://www.fusionscience.org/collab/REE// ) is of great
importance to the TEC-Remote developments.

At European level. FZJ applied for support in the Telematics Application Programme of the European Union
which aims at stimulating RTD on applications of information and/or communications teclmologies
(http://www.cordis.lu/telematics ). FZJ could join the Telematics project REMOT since 1996 as one of 10 other
European contractors in the fields of Nuclear Fusion and Astronomy. The project objective was to develop and
validate a generic approach to allow1 remote control of scientific experiments and facilities that require real-time

13
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operation mid multimedia information feedback both for the Plasma Physics and Astronomy domain, using the
communications infrastructure available to European researchers. In accordance with the approach, a generic
architecture mid tele-operation services have been developed during this project, which has been used to build
a Plasma Physics Demonstrator at TEXTOR to demonstate the feasibility of the tele-operation concept in the
field of plasma physics. This Plasma Physics Demonstrator has been presented at the EU Telematics Conference
in Barcelona, February 1998 (http://concord.cscdc.be/barcelona/) at the end of tlie project, showing that

• the TEXTOR operation could be followed interactively via a videoconferencing system,
• TEXTOR discharges in Ha light could be displayed live in the conference room,
• TEXTOR Demo instrumentation could be controlled from there, which has been verified by observing the

instrumentation Uirough a videoconferencing system.

A general description of the REMOT project can be obtained from [3], A description of the REMOT
demonstrator architecture and design lias been given in [4]. 2 diagnostic systems had been selected to comprise
the demonstrator:

• The pulse-radar system, developed and operated by the Dutch FOM partners, and
• The TEXTOR/FZJ data logging system, supporting a big class of diagnostics, like magnetic field and

plasma monitoring, spectroscopy and mode analysis.

Since the REMOT Demonstrator has shown the feasibility to tele-operate with TEXTOR over the European
Research Networks and the suitability of the arcliitecture developed, FZJ has applied for funding of the Project
DYNACORE in the European Telematics Application Programme. The objective of DYNACORE is to extend
the REMOT developments into prototypes, which are to be used by the respective user communities to validate
the tele-operation concepts in the collaborative work between the partners in their respective fields.

Outside Fusion, TEC-Remote benefits from advancements in other projects supported by the European
Community in the areas of networking, multimedia or security, i.e. ADVISER. COWBROW. DESIRE. JAMES.
MERCImidTEN-34.

3.0. The TEC-Remote Conceptual Design

TEC-Remote will use the experience obtained with the prototype system of European Community DYNACORE
project for the design of its systems. Starling from the prototype model, the TEC Remote Participation system
will specified, defined and established, preferably in close co-operation with JET and other European an
international partners. The following main services are identified:

• Remote Control of diagnostic instruments, data analysis and data visualisation,
• Computer supported group-ware applications for remote collaboration support.
• Audio/Video and Data Conferencing.

TEC-Remote is designed to provide a common architecture for these services[5]. The objective of the
TEC-Remote concept is to achieve as much commonality as possible, but also to integrate legacy systems of the
partners in order to avoid extensive new developments. It is aimed at to keep own developments to a minimum
by integrating and adapting available tools and products.

As a consequence, this results in a strong demand for Interoperability between systems. There will be various
computer platforms to be included into the TEC-Remote system, i.e. SUN. DEC. HP and INTEL based
workstations and PCs. Among the operating systems, the various UNIX systems have to be considered together
with Windows 95 and NT and Open VMS. The system is expected to be open for additional network protocols,
application formats and video/audio systems to be able to join with future collaboration partners. Therefore, the
principal TEC-Remotc development guide-line is to use interoperability standards as much as possible.

3.1. Remote Control of diagnostic instruments, data analysis and data
visualisation

TEC-Remote will comprise many individual and heterogeneous diagnostic and experimental subsystems that
must be made fit together. Diagnostic instruments and subsystems from the partners or contributed by external
third-party collaborations can be quite different in hardware platform, operating systems and control software. It
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would be uneconomical or even impossible to rebuild them for a single platform solution. On the other hand,
also application analysis programs are provided on all types of TEC computer platforms and there will be neither
consensus on a common hardware/software environment nor a chance migrate the applications to all the existing
platforms.

The answer to tlus problem is to provide interoperability sendees that could tie the inhomogeneous subsystems
together in an object oriented and distributed way. Interoperability between the various is achieved by

• CORBA as a communication standard,
• An object oriented, distributed database system,
• Graphical user interface services which are supported on all TEC platforms.

The generic approach of the REMOT/DYNACORE projects to have a "Middle-ware" core system, where
heterogeneous applications and components can be plugged in on demand, is extended into the TEC related,
fusion specific domain. The general architecture is depicted in Fig. 1:

Database Client
< — •

Applications

O-h, Java

ORB client

« — •

GUI
DAQ

interface

Fig. 1: General system architecture

3.1.1. The Object Request Broker Architecture

The Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) is a specification for a standard object-oriented
architecture for applications ( http://www.omg.org ). Comprehensive information on CORBA can be obtained,
i.e. from http://www.acl.lanl.gov/CORBA/ . An Object Request Broker (ORB) is a software product that
provides Uie interoperability between distributed systems, which otherwise could be realised only by complex
low-level communication schemes like Remote Procedure Calls (RPC) or other network application
programming interfaces (API). Therefore. CORBA is called communications middleware, because it insulates an
application from the details of the communication kernel. All the applications in a CORBA system can be
viewed as a collection of objects and associated operations, while the location of those on the network is
transparent to the clients who are using them. An Interface defines the characteristics and behaviour of an
object. The Interface Definition Language (IDL), which is similar to C++. is used to code tlus information into
a set of interface definitions.

For the first phase of development of TEC-Remote. the ommORB2 ORB [6] has been selected to implement the
remote experiment architecture using CORBA. Like for other CORBA products, there is not yet full CORBA 2.0
compliance, nevertheless the reason for selecting omniORB2 ( http://www.orl.co.uk/onuiiORB/oniniORB.html)
was

• The product implements the Internet Inter-ORB Protocol (HOP) which guarantees the interoperability
between ORBs from different vendors.

• It provides a CORBA 2.0 conforming IDL to C++ mapping and name server implementation.
• It supports the TEC relevant platforms, especially Open VMS. which is important to include the TEXTOR

legacy systems into the application architecture.
• It has good performance characteristics ( http://www.kav.cas.cz/~buble/corba/comp/test/llirougli/).
• It is freely available under the GNU General Public License.
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A generalised object model has been developed during the REMOT project in order to provide a set of generic
services, which have been used to implement the actual REMOT demonstrator and which are currently refined
for TEC-Reinote. Typical services are

• The diagnosticManager , which is an implementation of a subsystem server, like a diagnostic system. It
services the control and behaviour of a subsystem by sending commands mid receiving messages.

• The date/Manager, which provides an interface to the database for storage and retrieval of data.
• The IoginManager, which is used to associate access rights to specific users for subsystem and data access.

3.1.2. The Distributed, Object Oriented Database.

A TEC distributed database system for technical, diagnostic, analysed and oilier multimedia data is required to
enable data exploitation for all partners in an equal way with secure access and acceptable performance. As an
example, the REMOT demonstrator applied an object oriented database system supported for all TEC platforms
and CORBA as the communication architecture between those platforms.

With CORBA, all possible types of data can be maintained and made available to all remote partners in a
standardised way, that is

• Experimental and analysed data for further processing.
• Software libraries and documentation.
• Any documents contained in various formats.
• Any documents scanned from written or printed paper,
• Overhead viewgraphs and computer aided presentations,
• The contents of a whiteboard,
• Computer screen dumps,
• Snapshot pictures, images and audio/video clips from the TEXTOR machine, diagnostic monitor displays,

videoconferencing sessions, etc.

Whereas CORBA provides a common communication architecture, it does not solve the question on how to store
data permanently for later retrieval. Following the general Object Oriented system Approach, it was found
natural to choose an ODBMS (Object Database Management System) rather than a relational system (RDBMS).
ODBMS differ from RDBMS essentially in the possible higher Data model complexity, user defined data types
and the object-oriented application development. In order to maintain a maximum of vendor-independence and
independence for future planning, it is the strategy to adhere to the programming interfaces defined by the
ODMG (Object Database Management Group, www.odmg.org ).

Choosing an ODBMS. in principle, applications can be ported from one conforming implementation to another
by a re-compile without being bound to much to a single product. There is a data interchange format to convert
the data too.

Comparisons and product evaluations for the selection of a suitable ODBMS product have been done at CERN
(http://wwwinfo.cern.cli/pl/cemlib/rd45/references.htm ) for the Large Hadron Collider Experiment. The RD45
Project has selected Objectivity/DB as a candidate for building very large, distributed and scalable Object
Database for LHC (http://wmviiifo.cern.cli/pl/cenuib/rd45/papers/dbprog.htnil).

The key requirement also to TEC-Remote is that of scalability, particular in terms of data volume. The tests at
CERN performed with Objectivity/DB ( http://www.objectivity.com ) have shown, that the database size can be
made large enough for all practical purposes. Objectivily/DB supports distributed databases with a shared,
consistent, schema. Up to 2lr' physical databases form a federation in Objectivity's terminology. Currently, each
of these databases maps to a normal file in the underlying filcsyslem. which is a maximum of already 2 GB
when using 32-bit filesystems, but not limited to this in 64-bit filesystems.

For TEC-Remote, it was important also to have support for the Open VMS platform. There are few ODBMS
products which offer OpenVMS support, on of them is Objectivity/DB. However, as this support will be
discontinued in future releases, a migration to DigitalUnix for the Alpha platforms is envisaged. Most important
for TEC-Remole. Objectivity/DB is expected to provide

• Complete interoperability across the TEC-Platforms: WindowsNT/95 DigitalUnix. Solaris and others.
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• Language support across C++, Java, ANSI SQL,
• Distributed architecture and 64-bit object identifiers,
• Scalable to hundreds of concurrent users and hundreds of terabytes.
• Support for collaborative applications.
• Dynamic access to Objectivity/DB data via standard Internet access methods.

3.1.3. Graphical user interfaces and Application Code

The basic idea of the distributed concept is that TEC-Remote users shall be able to do their work from their
own known local platform and operating system environment, tliis includes the control of their individual
diagnostic subsystems and processing their experimental data for analysis. Though these applications can be
manifold and specific. TEC-Remote aims at a liigh degree of commonality for the sake of application sharing
among their users.

3.1.3.1. WEB based Graphical user interfaces

It looks very promising to consider the Worldwide Web ( http://www.w3.org/pub/WWW/) together with the
Java programming language as Graphical user interface. A WEB browser is available for nearly any platform,
and Java provides a platform independent language concept. For TEC-Remote. it is important that

• there are available techniques on how to build distributed Java applets that access server objects using
CORBA,

• Objectivity/DB provides full support for Java with a language binding compliant with the ODMG 2.0
standard.

However, there are still some shortcomings with respect to tliis approach:

• The today limitations of HTML lead to proprietary code being embedded as "script elements" in HTML
documents in conjunction with proprietary browser plug-ins or Java applets. However, the future XML
enhancements will make tliis unnecessary.

• The Java language itself is in rapid development. Mismatch of WEB browser and Java versions are still
typical, but the inherent platform independence, the object oriented arcliitccture and the attractive language
features make it favourable to vote for Java.

3.1.3.2. The Interactive Data Language (IDL)

The Interactive Data Language IDL ( http://www.rsinc.com ) . not to be mixed up with the Interface Definition
Language of CORBA. is a 4GL application development software package for data analysis and visualisation,
which is very common in the fusion and plasma physics domain and therefore has to be considered in the
TEC-Remote concept. It is a proprietary system, but supports a large choice of computer platforms.

• IDL can be used in the conventional way by acessing the database through IDLs "data mining" options to
execute arbitrary SQL statements and full function access to ODBC databases and/or

• existing IDL programs can be easily converted for Internet access. Pre-built Java applets are available,
however, full Java integration is provided for those who wish to develop custom Java applications.

3.1.3.3. Other Graphical User Interfaces

Other Grapliical User Interface system will not be excluded as candidates for TEC-Remote. as long as they
support for the TEC relevant platforms. The will be typically used with the creation of common management
tools, like system administration, system monitoring and maintenance as general services for the user
community. In die REMOT project, the QtTK GUI ( http://www.troll.no ) has been used to build the remote
experiment control and status display sendees. Qt is a multi-platform toolkit and is fully object-oriented. The
application C++ source code can be ported to other Unix and WindowsNT/95 platforms by recompiling it.
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3.2. Computer supported group-ware applications

Group-ware systems provide shared workspaces for groups of people to organise and co-ordinate their common
work. A group-ware server manages a number of shared workspaces - repositories for shared information,
accessible to the members of a group via any normal Web browser using tlie user name/password authentication
scheme.

Group-ware collaboration is basically asynchronous, that means that participants need not to be active at the
same time. A simple example is tlie communication via e-mail or Fax. In the more general concept of the Shared
Workspace Systems, the goal of the Shared Workspace System is to provide facilities for all non-simultaneous
collaborations, i.e. to jointly author, comment and annotate documents, and engage in group discussions.

Although existing groupware teclmologies such as Lotus Notes provide such services also, problems arise when
platform boundaries must be crossed. Then, the communication over the Internet and the WWW in particular
has advantages for collaborative information sharing:

• Web browsers are available for all popular computing platforms and operating systems, and provide
consistent information presentation across these platforms,

• Web browsers are already part of the computing environment in an increasing number of organisations,
requiring no additional installation and maintenance.

An attractive example of a Web-based group-ware system is the BSCW system (Basic Support for Cooperative
Work, http://bscw.gmd.de ) [7], Shared workspaces are established by groups of people to organise and co-
ordinate their work. A BSCW server manages a number of shared workspaces - repositories for shared
information, accessible to the members of a group via any normal Web browser using the user name/password
authentication scheme. BSCW workspaces may contain various kinds of objects such as documents, tables,
graphics, spreadsheets or links to other Web pages. A workspace can be set up and objects stored, managed,
edited or downloaded with any Web browser. The systems typically will keep the members of a group informed
about each others' relevant activities in the shared workspace.

Group-ware systems are current under investigation in the REMOT and DYNACORE projects, with some
preference given to the BSCW system. However, part of the required functionality can be already achieved with
simple mail and data file exchange, which is very common today.

3.3. Audio/Video and Data Conferencing

With Audio- Video- and Data-conferencing systems, information can be shared simultaneously between teams
separated by distance in any combination of the tliree. Typical applications are:

• Audio/Video conferencing,
• Application sharing,
• Whiteboarding,
• Remote presentation.
• Remote monitoring.

3.3.1. Audio/VideoVideoconferencing

Audio/Video Videoconferencing makes facc-to-face real time audio/video communication possiblc.Jt comprises
a collection of teclmologies that integrate video with audio, data or both to convey information in real-time over
distance for communications between dispersed sites. A video conferencing system gives the participants the
opportunity to interact personally (visually and audibly) as well as to share meetings, workshops, seminars and
other common events live in real time. There are point-to-point systems, where communication is between
2 stations only and multi-point configurations, in which several stations are connected at the same time. More
than one person may join to participate at either one of the coimectcd stations for a teleconference. Video
conferencing solutions are available in different sizes, depending on the application scenario:

• Suitcase videoconferencing systems are available to be used in cars, airplanes, etc.
• Desktop systems exist in many flavours, including low-cost low-bandwidth Internet and POTS

systems and higher-quality ISDN and LAN/intranet systems. Desktop systems consist of a compact
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camera and single microphone that capture the sights and sounds of the desktop mid transmit that
through the network to enable individual interaction, desktop to desktop. Whiteboarding is generally
provided together with document- and applications-sharing features, making them a professional
collaboration tool.

• The rollabout system is a midrange system for individuals and small groups. The rollaboul bundles
a codec, camera, monitor and microphone on a cart with wheels that can be easily moved from room
to room. A wireless remote-control unit, touchpad, or keyboard lets a single system operator place a
video call, then control the camera position, speaker volume and video source. The controls are
designed with ease of use in mind so that a trained operator is generally unnecessary.

• The Boardroom System offers the highest quality available, but at the highest cost as well. A room
system implies a room with specially designed lighting and acoustic characteristics designed for
even, clear audio and video capture. Multiple cameras and microphones are mounted with a
technician controlling the active video source and mixing the audio, ensuring that everyone in the
room can be seen and heard clearly. Supplementary video inputs, such as a document camera and
computer with data/applications sharing software, complement the standard talking-head video feeds.
Multiple display devices enable room system participants to simultaneously view various inputs from
the remote site.

Video conferencing collaboration must be organised. It is necessary to maintain online conference schedules mid
make reservations, to allocate all resources and to perform interoperability checks to determine compatibility of
requested conferences. Conference reservation notices, reminders, and daily schedules must be sent directly to
conference participants, i.e. via electronic mail. A good example of such a system can be found from
(http://www.es.net)

3.3.2. Application sharing

If one meeting participant's computer is running a particular application. Hie person on the other end of the
vidcoconference can work with that application as if it were local. The screen contents of an application program
from one partner's computer is displayed at all locations simultaneously. Users may be able to swap control of
the application with the click of a mouse. It is obvious that a homogeneous environment of data retrieval, data
analysis, graphical display and application programming is highly desirable for Application sharing.

3.3.3. Whiteboarding

Whiteboarding. enables users to import documents, graphics, and slide shows and mark them up for revision.
Users can cut and paste images back and forth and make drawings using the Shared Clipboard from either sides.

The Whiteboard an on-screen shared notebook for simultaneous writing an viewing.

3.3.4. Remote Presentation

The Remote Presentation Scenario is typically that of displaying seminar talks and other information meetings to
the remote partners. A presentation with overhead viewgraphs or. i.e. with power-point from a PC is displayed
at the same time at different locations: A video presenter offers a method of digitising any kind of document -
paper, transparencies, slides and visible objects - which can be displayed by a video projector and subsequently
be stored on disk for remote display and archiving.

3.3.5. Remote Monitoring

Remote Monitoring is under discussion to be performed by unidirectional video/audio transmission, with the
ability to control the camera from remote, with typical functions like: on/off, picture quality, frame rale. pan.
lilt, zoom, etc.

Network Camera Servers could provide an easy way to capture and distribute live images over the Internet using
a standard Web browser via the LAN network. A snapshot camera has been tested, which delivers a picture on
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demand or on server push. A full-size JPEG file can be typically updated in 0.7 second. Using server push, die
investigated system (http://www.axis.com) may transmit up to 6 frames/second for remote monitoring of images
over intranet, or even the Internet. With such a tool, authorised users can monitor sites from a standard Web
browser.

3.3.6. Selecting a Video-Conferencing System

The primaiy factors to consider when evaluating any videoconferencing technology is the perceived quality of
video and audio performance. Acceptable voice and sound transmission means full-duplex, undistortcd audio
with no echo or noticeable delays. Video quality is a function of frame rale, pixel resolution and monitor size.
Video should be clear with rich colours, and it should be free of visual anomalies. Sufficient bandwidth is
required for any reasonable quality video and audio. 128 Kbps is probably the minimum threshold for achieving
any degree of audio/video quality. With more bandwidth available, quality can improve however at increasing
costs.

Since the establishment of the ITU H.323 standard, Internet based, interoperable Videoconferencing has become
affordable. Unlike with ISDN, there is no Quality of sendee (QoS). but if sufficient network capacity is
available, then the protocol technique provides acceptable performance.

There is an increasing wealth of products available on the market, an overview can be found, i.e. via
littp.V/wvvw.inbone.com, however still few systems which adhere to the new standards. The Video conferencing
system used for REMOT was a H.323 VCON ARMADA 150 system (http://www.vcon.coin). The system
requires 384-Kbps bandwidth to transmit pictures in CIF format with a rate of 30 frames/sec. The system has
been tested between the partner institute FOM in Nieuwegein. the Netherlands mid the TEXTOR experiment
with satisfying results over the Dutch and German Research networks via the Internet. The REMOT project
demonstrator sessions presented to the public at the Barcelona Telematics conference (1998) using the TEN-34

(hftp.7/www.danle.net/len-34.htnu) connectivity went rather smooth, which showed that video conferencing over
the internet is an attractive option.

4.0. Network considerations
LAN and especially WAN connectivity is a complex and resource. High transmission bandwidth and QoS
requirements may easily result in expensive network solutions, therefore, it is mandatory to carefully trade-off
between quality and performance of the Remote Participation Systems and the related costs of the needed
network infrastructure.

We have estimated that a link of several Mbits/s with Quality of sendee could be comfortable for our today
known applications. This could be realised via TCP/IP and ATM [8], but due to the high operating costs this is
currently seen out of reach for the TEC-Remote applications. Also it gets unlikely that ATM to Hie desktop with
the still unsolved management problems of this technique could be available soon in competition with fast and
Gigabit Ethernet.

Also. ISDN has been considered as a candidate, because channels can be aggregated to deliver liigher bandwidth
than with just a two-channel 128 Kbps ISDN connection. ISDN would provide QoS. but the line capacity to the
partner sites is not sufficient and expensive.

For the tune being, the easiest solution for networking is using classical IP over Wide Area Networks. The
German B-WIN Research Network ( http://www.dfn.de ) provides WAN connectivity inside Germain1 and to the
TEC partners via the TEN-34 ( the Trans-European-Network at 34 Mbps. http://www.dantc.net/ten-34/ ).
Internet does not provide QoS. but if the WAN capacity is increased at the same rates as the network loads
grows, then this way would be (lie choice for the future. There will be soon a 155 Mbs B-WIN backbone, which
the Research center in Juelich accesses with 34 Mbs. Resource Rescnalion (RSVP) together with dynamic
bandwidth allocation is not yet available, which promises an interesting option at the time of a fully operating
TEC-Remotc system possibly after the year 2000.
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5.0. Summary and Conclusions

Remote participation tlirough tele-operation has been demonstrated to be technically feasible in the TEC domain,
which has been shown as the result of the European Community REMOT project. Major limitations reside in the
performances of the available communication infrastructure mid the insufficient commonality in communication
standards and database systems and modelling, which are addressed by the system concept presented in this
paper. The described techniques are expected to integrate the inhomogeneous component systems of the
partners by introducing a common "middle-ware", where individual systems may plug in like a "cartridge".

There are very promising standards and products, though still no perfect integration yet exists between the object
oriented techniques, like CORBA. ODBMS and GUIs, but rapid developments in this area are expected. Users
and developers have to get acquainted with these systems. The TEC-Remote components will be realised in a
step by step interactive approach with the user community, and it is the opinion that a high degree of
commonality in data modelling, storage, retrieval, analysis and graplucal representation must be given major
importance.

The commonality on the data object level will be prerequisite to an efficient common data processing via
application and document sharing, as well as audio and video-conferencing. However it has to be pointed out
that beyond TEC-Remote, there are TEC remote participation demands also to other European and international
fusion sites, i.e. to the JET experiment. This calls for efforts in the area at least on the European level, because

• Remote participation will be strongly international,
• Remote participation will need Communication and Application standards to provide compatibility between

the tele-operation services of the Fusion partners,
• Remote participation will need Trans-European, preferably fusion specific, high performance network

connectivity.
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Uniform Data Access for Remote Participation

J. Stillerman, T. Fredian, M. Greenwald

MIT Plasma Science and Fusion Center

1. Introduction

Data access is a critical element of successful remote participation for physics experiments. A good design for
this is particularly important due to the large amounts of data involved mid the amount of time that the user
community spends looking at data. An expression evaluator based interface, like the one found in MDSplus [1],
provides a good solution. The specification is very general; given an expression, MDSplus evaluates it and
returns the answer. There are no specifics about the data encoded in the interface. With a very small set of
routines, users get access to the full complement of data stored. This makes it well suited for distribution over a
network using a client/server architecture, where expressions can be sent by a client to a server that evaluates
them and sends the answer back to the client. The interface presents a consistent and coherent view of all of the
data from the experiment, including setup information, raw data, processed data and calibration factors. Specifics
about the underlying experiments are stored as data, not as part of the interface, making it applicable to a wide
variety of situations. The use of a common data interface facilitates collaboration between groups, the sharing of
data, and the sharing of data processing applications. This interface is regularly used in the remote operation of
diagnostics on Alcator C-Mod [2] and as part of the Alcator C-Mod remote operation demonstration [3], It is
also used for the remote operation of physics modeling and analysis codes.

2. MDSplus data interface

MDSplus provides a simple coherent data interface. All data can be read with one routine tliat takes a string
expression to evaluate as an argument. Tliis expression is usually a simple reference to a data item or an
arithmetic expression of data and constants. Type conversion and vector/scalar operations are performed
automatically. The expression language includes support for scalars and arrays of a large set of primitive types.
A specialized set of types were added for the representation of commonly occurring data relationships. For
example, BUILD_SIGNAL and BUILD_WITH_UNITS associate data with their independent axes and units.
The language includes hundreds of built-in functions, user function definitions with local and global variables, as
well as the ability to call routines in external libraries. A complete list of the supported functions can be found by
following the help link on http://www.pfc.mit.edu/mdsplus/.

IDL|4], which is a commercially developed data analysis and display language, is the most heavily used
interface to MDSplus at MIT. The IDL and compiled language interfaces consist of just four routines. They are
presented here in IDL syntax. Equivalent calls are available in C. C++. and FORTRAN.

1. MdsOpen, tree, shot
2. answer = MdsValue (expression [,args...])
3. MdsPut, node, expression [,args...]
4. MdsClose

These four routines provide complete read and write access to the MDSplus data system. The optional arguments
to MdsValue and MdsPut are values that are substituted into the expression before it is evaluated or written.

The compactness of this interface makes it very easy to set up a client/server based interface for remote access.
We add:

1. MdsConnect, host [,port]
2. MdsDisconnect

and the expressions, instead of being evaluated locally, are sent over the network and are evaluated by a server
process on a remote node.
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Using just these six routines we can write a data analysis program that connects to a computer at MIT, reads in
processed signals and their shared timebase, computes a result and stores tlie answer in a node called
"\analysis::top.results:poh\ This syntax describes the hierarchical name of this data item with tlie Vs and ':'s
separating parts of the name. The stored result is a BUILD_SIGNAL which associates the answer in amps with
the timebase.

P O H . P R O

/procedure to calculate oh power
r

pro poh,shot,poh,t

; connect to the data server at MIT
MdsConnect, Maqa.pfc.mit.edu'

; open the analysis tree and get efit data
MdsOpen,'analysis',shot
li = MdsValue('\efit_aeqdsk:ali')
majr = MdsValue('\efit_aeqdsk:rmagx')
ip = MdsValue('\efit_aeqdsk:pasmat')
psibry = MdsValue('\efit_ssibry')
t = MdsValue('dim_of(\efit_aeqdsk:ali)')

; compute the OH Power
vs = -6.283*deriv(t,psibry) /surface voltage
1 = 6.283*majr*li*l.e-9 /plasma inductance
vi = l*deriv(t,ip) /inductive voltage
vres = vs - vi /resistive voltage
poh = ip*vres

/ write the results back into tree and close file
MdsPut,'\analysis::top.results:poh',

'build_signal(build_with_units($,"Watts"),*, $)',poh,t
MdsClose
MdsDlsconnect

return
end

An important tiling to note in the above example is that the interface (MdsConnect. MdsOpen. etc. .) does not
contain particulars about the experiment or the data. These are all encoded in the string arguments which contain
the actual names of the signals. This means that the program could just as easily connect to a computer at another
site and process the data remotely. Figure 1. below shows a screen capture from an application which displays
data from multiple sites around the world.

3. Access to other data formats
The above discussion and example describe (lie interface to MDSplus. It shows how it can be easily distributed
using a client/server design. In order to be generally useful, access to data stored by other data systems is also
necessary. This is easily accomplished using the expression evaluator's external call mechanism. The syntax
used is:

image-name->routine-name ( [argument, ...] )

The original intent of this was to call external mathematics, statistics and data processing routines. It can just as
easily call the data access routines of non MDSplus data systems. Using tliis capability. General Atomic has
constructed MDSplus trees that provide access to both their existing daia system, called PTDATA [5|. and new
processed results that are stored in native MDSplus formal. Their data access function, written in the expression
evaluator language, makes two calls using the above syntax and returns a signal with time and units.
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FUN PUBLIC PTDATA(IN _pointname,OPTIONAL IN _shot,
OPTIONAL OUT _error)

{
_npts = PTSHR->MDSPTNPTS(_shot, _pointname, ref(_error));
If (_error ==0) (

_nret = PTSHR->MDSPTREAD(_shot, _pointname, REF(_f), REF(_t),
_npts, DESCR(_date),
DESCR(_time), DESCR(_units), REF(_error)

if (error == 0) {
return( MAKE_SIGNAL( MAKE_WITH_UNITS( _f, _units), ,

MAKE WITH UNITS( t, "ms")));

This function could either be called directly in Mds Value:

y = MdsValue(>_SIG=PTDATA("name", shot)')
x = MdsValue('DIM_OF(_SIG) ')

or referenced from witliin an MDSplus tree. In practice, a native MDSplus tree was constructed containing these
expressions, to simplify the data access. A similar function was written to provide access to the TFTR waveform
[6] data.

The following screen capture is from an application that connects to C-MOD. DIII-D. TFTR. RFX and TCV.
reads and plots the plasma current from a shot from each. Here is part of the IDL code that generated the picture:

MdsConnect, "daqa.pfc.mit.edu"
MdsOpen, "CMOD", 980203033
IP = MdsValue ( x\.[ P*-lE-6' )
TM =MdsValue ' ' ":\:- _OF (\IP) ' )
PLOT, TM, I!:, title = "CMOD"

; connect to C-Mod Host
; open the shot
; scale positive Mamp
; read the timebase

MdsConnect, "OMEGA.GAT.GOV" ; connect to DIII-D
IP = MdsValue(*_IP=PTDATA("IP", 96016)*lE-6')
TM = MdsValue('DIM OF ( IP)*lE-3') ; etc...
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Figure 1. Mulitple Site Data Access
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The above examples demonstrate the power and flexibility of an expression based interface library. It is simple
to use, independent of the details of the data being accessed, and works well in a distributed environment.

4. Current/Future Projects

We are currently porting MDSplus lo a variety of unix platforms as well as Windows/NT. Data access and the
TCPIP data server are currently working on most platforms. Given this, it could be used to access the data from
most of the fusion energy experiments around the world.

Interfaces to physics simulation and analysis codes like TRANSP [7] , MIST [8] and EFIT [9] have been
developed and mere is ongoing work with the NTCC [10] to generalize this.

The security model in the current TCPIP data server is weak, verifying access only on the basis of node and
username. If this data server is to become more widely used, stronger mechanisms will need to be employed. The
protocol could either be layered on top of existing secure protocols like DCE. KERBEROS. IPV6, SSL or a
locally implemented encryption scheme for the packets.

At tliis time only expression strings, and arrays and scalars of primitive types are transmitted to the data server.
The client asks the server for the value of an expression, the server evaluates and transmits the answer back. We
are looking into sending higher level objects; tliis would allow us to trade off the relative price and performance
of network bandwidth, and local and remote computing resources. This will be transparent to the users, since
they only deal with this at a liigher level of the interface.

5. Conclusion
A standardized interface to experimental and simulation data would greatly enhance the ability to share data,
analysis codes and display tools throughout the fusion community. Such an interface would need lo be quite
general to handle all of the different storage formats and data structures in use. The interface should also work in
a client/server environment enabling the applications to run on computers located anywhere on the Internet.

We have found that the interface to data implemented in the MDSplus data system fulfills most of these
requirements. The expression evaluator built into MDSplus provides a general data access mechanism for all
types of data stored in MDSplus data files as well as powerful tool for building gateways to non-MDSplus data
systems. In addition, the client/server version of the interface provides access to data from anywhere on the
internet.
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The JAVA Environment for Remote Control and Data Display
in Nuclear Fusion Experiments

G. Manduchi, A. Luchetta, C. Taliercio

Consorzio RFX, Corso Stati UnitiJ, 35127, Padova ITALY

1. Introduction

Java [1] represents perhaps the most important recent revolution in software technology. Since it was introduced
in late 1995, Java raised a great interest in the computer community. This was due to several reasons among
which the object-oriented organisation of the language wliich incorporates the previous experience in languages
such as Smalltalk and C++. The main reason for die success of Java has been due to its neutrality which provides
a platform-independent programming environment. This allows Java applications to be truly portable among
different platforms.

A common complain about platform-independence is that many specific, and possibly useful, options of the
operating system are lost when programming in Java. This is however not really the case because the Java
environment is rich enough for most real-word applications. In particular, the graphical support, which was
somewhat limited in version 1.0. has been greatly extended in version 1.1. The recent introduction of the Swing
class set covers all the graphical capabilities which are in practice required.

Moreover, the definition of the Thread class gives the programmer an easy way for developing multithreaded
applications, a development area traditionally reserved to specialised programmers with a deep knowledge of the
underlying Operating System.

For those specialised applications which require system functionality not covered by the Java environment, and
usually tightly related to the underlying hardware, it is possible to integrate pieces of code written in C or C++
into Java classes by means of the Java Native Interface (JNI). The classes created in this way are however no
longer portable andean only be executed on a particular Hardware Architecture.

Java is even more promising in a distributed environment for the following reasons:

• The use of the Internet programming interface is integrated in the standard Java class set. thus making
the use of TCP/IP sockets neat and easy;

• A greater level of integration is then provided in version 1.1 with object serialisation, which allows
objects to be transferred through TCP/IP sockets:

• For Client-Server architectures. Java 1.1 provides the Remote Method Invocation (RMI) which allows
the execution of methods on remote objects in a RPC/like fashion:

• Java represents a natural candidate for the interaction of the CORBA middleware [2], especially at the
client site. For this reason, an increasing number of CORBA vendors provide a Java interface (namely
a set of Java classes) for the communication with the Object Request Broker (ORB). By leveraging the
strength of the Java language with the robustness of CORBA. industrial-strength distributed
applications can be built using existing standards-based technologies.

2. Java in a nuclear fusion experiment

When considering the software architecture for the data acquisition, control and data management in a nuclear
fusion experiment, the system component for which Java looks most promising is Graphical User Interface
(GUI).

The quality of GUI represents in fact a key factor for the quality of the software system for a large physics
experiment [3] and it turns out that most programming efforts are dedicated to the development of user interfaces
for the display of acquired signals and for the set-up of the experiment.
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Java Abstract Window Tollkit (AWT) andXWindow

The advent of graphical workstations supporting the XWindow interface in early 90s and possibility of using
remote X terminals represented the first step towards the remote control of fusion experiments. The XWindow
environment represented also the first multi-platform standard for graphical user interface.

Nevertheless, Xwindows suffers from several limitation: the remote communicatuion between clients and servers
requires tliat all user interaction events must be sent over the network, and the amount of needed computer
resources is very high, especially in memory requirements.

A solution to the first problem has been provided in MDSPlus by running the graphical application on the local
workstation, only transferring data to be displayed over the network. Tliis approach however limits the choice in
hardware since it requires the use of workstations at the remote site.

In this context the platform independence of Java represents a clear advantage since it allows the development of
platform-independent user interfaces handling all user interaction locally and transferring information over the
network only when required.

For example, a graphical application for the display of acquired waveforms could retrieve from a central data
server the sampled points of the waveforms to be displayed (possibly in a compressed format) and handle all
user interaction locally, possibly requesting further information to the data server when required (e.g. when more
resolution in a portion of a waveform is required after zooming).

In a user interface for the remote set-up of the experiment, local interaction may also comprise the required
consistency checks, thus transferring over the network ready-to-use configurations.

A further advantage of the Java environment over XWindow is that the graphical classes of the Java AWT are
much easier to use, and graphical applications can be developed in less than half the time required using C and
XWindow.

Remote maintenance

For remote operation, the Java environment offers another important improvement over a traditional distributed
system. In fact, even though it could be possible to achieve the above goals with local user interfaces a( the
expense of developing graphical applications for every kind of platform used, the maintenance of such a system
would represent a serious problem. This is especially tnie for remote set-up and control because the
configuration of nuclear fusion experiments, and especially of their diagnostics, are likely to change over time.
Consequently, the graphical forms for the experiment set-up should be considered dynamic entities which
change accordingly to the current experiment configuration. In a Java environment, such a problem can be
solved by (he use of applets, which allow dynamic code loading from (he central server, located at the
experimental device. The layout of the experiment user interface is therefore organised only at the experiment
site, and then reflected in all participating laboratories.

Drawbacks

When considering the drawbacks of the Java environment in a Nuclear Fusion Experiment, the main limit
derives from the fact that the Java bytecode is interpreted by the Java Virtual Macliine (JVM). This makes the
execution speed of Java programs about ten times slower that running native machine code. Tliis limitation is
important for the disk-intensive data acquisition programs and for the CPU-intensive data analysis programs
used in nuclear fusion experiments.

However, even if it is yet unlikely thai data acquisition programs could be written in Java, the rapid development
in die JVM technology could in a near future give Java programs a performance comparable to that of compiled
programs. Moreover, for critical segments of code, it is possible to integrate C and C++ code into the Java
environment.

Another performance limit which may be more difficult to overcome is due to the automatic memory garbage
collection. If on the one side it greatly simplifies programming, on the other side it may cause a non optimal use
of memory- resources for high resource demanding programs, thus making their execution slower.

In conclusion, in a client-server configuration for remote opcratioa the Java environment represents a very
promising approach at the client site. At the server site, however, the current status of the technology does not
allow yet a replacement of the traditional arcliitectures.
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3. A comparison among possible solutions for data exchange between a Java
client and a central server.

In this section we briefly analyse the possible configurations for remote data access in a distributed enviromnent
in which Java clients, interact with a central data server.

1) The simplest solution: direct TCP/IP. In this configuration a Java Client makes direct socket connection
with a TCP/IP server. The server is a process which runs a program written in any language. In tliis case
the appropriate byte swapping and format conversion must be provided, either at the server or at the
client site. The server may also be written in Java, integrating native code written in C or C++ for data
access. Tliis last solution avoids the direct handling of data formats, still retaining the efficiency in data
access. In tin's case it is also possible to exchange serialised objects rather than raw data, thus simplifying
the code handling data communication.

2) Remote Method Invocation (RAH). RMI [4] is a feature introduced with version 1.1 and allows the
invocation of method over remote objects in a transparent way. Client and server Stubs provide
parameter marshalling in a way which is very similar to the more traditional Remote Procedure Call
(RPC) environments. Using RMI makes data exchange very easy to program, but requires a Java
program also at the server site.

3) Servlets. Servlets [5] are Java programs which are activated as tliread by Web servers. Soviets are
accesses from clients at the same manner as CGI scripts and data is exchanged by issuing the HTTP
POST message. Data is then relumed by the tliread in the response to the POST message. The use of
servlets can be an alternative to RMI and Sockets especially when the client is an applet. Because applet
security policy requires an applet to connect back to the Web server, a servlet can be used in place of a
standalone server process that needs extra setup. Moreover HTTP messages may pass through firewalls
which would not allow TCP/IP connections. A disadvantage of this approach is that asynchronous
notification of events generated at the server site (such as entering in a new phase of the experiment
sequence) is not possible.

4) Connection to a CORBA ORB. Of the previous methods, only RMI provided a liigh level data
connection. Both the direct socket connection and the use of Servlets requires a direct manipulation of
the messages transferred over the network.

The integration of a Java Client with a CORBA ORB maintains the advantages of RMI without forcing the use
of Java at the server site. CORBA in fact is a middleware in which remote objects can be created and used in a
distributed environment. CORBA is a mature technology and ORB vendors provide interfaces with several
programming languages, such as C. C++. and now Java. It is therefore possible to compile an IDL interface
description to produce a set of Java classes which implement the client stub (and also the server skeleton if the
Java interface is used also at the server site). Once registered to the local ORB, remote corba objects are handled
exactly as Uiey were local instances of Java classes. Therefore no communication code is required both at the
client and at the server site.

The combination of Java and CORBA seems to be a very promising approach since it allows to build more
scaleable and more capable applications, in respect of those which can be built using Java alone. In fact, very
few Java applications currently exist today, and the ability to reuse mid extend existing legacy code using
CORBA allows developers to protect their existing investments while taking advantage of the Java programming
language.

4. Java development at the RFX experiment: current status and future
directions.

A Java application for the interactive display of the acquired waveforms at RFX (and more generally of any
waveform which has been acquired by the MDSPlus system) is currently being used at RFX for the display of
acquired waveform in offices. Workstations are used in fact in the central control rooms, while people use
Macintoshes and PC in their offices. This application extends the capabilities of the MDSPlus Scope [6] to
colour support and the handling multiple independent waveforms on the same panel. Data arc retrieved by means
of a TCI/IP connection to the MDSPlus data server (MDSIP). wliile all the user interaction is done locally.
Therefore the application can run everywhere and on every platform supporting a Java Virtual Machine, possibly
showing waveforms acquired on different experiments.
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It is interesting making a comparison between the amount of code in the original MDS Scope, developed at MIT
PSFC, and this Java application. The Java class wliich provides the Waveform drawing capabilities required
approximately one thousand of Hues of code, about one third of the lines of C code for the corresponding
Xwindow Widget in the MDS Scope. The development of the Java application from scratch required
approximately 3 man months, a very short development time when considering that we had to learn a new
language and environment.

We plan to extend the use of the Java environment to the whole User Interface of the RFX experiment. This will
give us the freedom in deciding the most convenient hardware platform for user interface, as well as to decouple
it from the central data acquisition system. In this context, the Java Beans architecture [7] is a very promising
approach for the development of user interfaces for the remote experiment set-up and control. Java Beans are
reusable software components that can be manipulated visually in a builder tool. This means that a general
purpose tool for navigation into a tree-based structure (as the structure of a MDSPlus pulse file is) could connect
to tlie target experiment and retrieve a set of beans, each one carrying the user interface of some part of the
experiment, as well as the capability of exchanging data between the remote client and the server located at the
experiment device. Each bean possibly defines its own Customizer, i.e. its own interface which may represent
the user interface to a single component (e.g. a hardware module) or to a whole subset of the experiment.

A central administrator could decide which parts of the experiment interface can be exported for remote control
by defining the set of exportable beans.

5. Conclusions

The use of the Java environment is a very promising approach for remote control and data manipulation in
nuclear fusion experiments. The platform independence and the built-in facilities for network communication
make the Java environment an ideal candidate for the client part of a distributed client server architecture, where
the central server is the experiment device.

The initial experience at the RFX experiment showed that the object-oriented organisation of the Java language
allows applications to be developed with a consistent reduction both in lines of code and in development time,
when compared traditional programming languages such as C and C++.
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Abstract

The objective of the National Transport Code Collaboration is todevelop modern transport codes as well as to
improve and modernizeexisting codes. The results of this project will be: (1) a Web-basedlibrary of transport
code modules which are required to meet a set ofwell-defined standards: (2) a flexible framework based on
modenicomputing techniques for rapidly assembling customizable transportcodes: (3) a demonstration code
using this framework for testingtransport models: and (4) a scries of seminars and workshops on theuse of these
modern computing tecluiiques. Nine institutions arecurrently involved in this collaboration: General
Atomics.International Tokamak Experimental Reactor, Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology. Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, Lawrence Livermore NationalLaboratory. Leliigh University. Princeton Plasma Physics
Laboralory,Tech-X Corporation, and the University of Texas. Since theseinstilutions are geographically
dispersed, remote participation andcollaboralion are essential to the success of this project.

1. Introduction
The goal of the National Transport Code Collaboration (NTCC) projectis to bring about a change in the way
fusion modeling codes a reconstructed and used in the fusion community. The objective is lodcvelop modern
transport codes to address major physics issues facingthe fusion program. Among these issues are coupling of
core and edgephysics. the physics of internal and edge transport barriers, andmodels that relate rotation, transport

Research supported by U. S. Department of Energy
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and MHD. The project willextract physics modules contained in existing codes and organize theminto a Web-
based community-owned library. The extraction processbenefits the existing codes by making them more
modular, and thus moreable to accept modules extracted from other codes. In a concurrentactivity, a modem
code framework is being created to make use of thesecode modules in the development of customized transport
codes for tliestudy of new physics. Development of such flexible transport codes isessential to address scientific
mid engineering issues raised in thedesign and operation of fusion devices. A customizable demonstrationcode
will be assembled in this framework. Many institutions areworking together on this project. The project draws on
thestrengths of the many existing codes and is making use of the power ofmodern computing techniques.

The fusion community has been developing transport codes since theearly 70's. During these years, the
complexity and usefulness ofthese codes has grown significantly, to the point where these codesare an
indispensable part of the research environment. Transport codedevelopment was supported by many institutions
in the fusion program.Presently six or more major transport codes are in use in theUnited States. While each has
umque features, there is also muchduplication of capabilities. This collaborative project focusestransport code
efforts at various institutions on developing reusable.flexible codes, based on modem software engineering.

The National Transport Code Collaboration project consists of two components:

1. A library of well-documented transport code modules is beingestablished and will be maintained. These
modules provide thebuilding blocks for new transport codes and facilitate exchange ofcomponents between
existing codes. Each module in the library willhave a well defined function. Tlus part of the project is
described inSection 2, Module Library.

2. A flexible framework is being constructed using moderncomputational tecliniques for the development of
new user-friendlytransport codes, and a software demonstration code is being written toprovide a model for
assembling codes in this framework. The firstrelease of this code will be one that tests different transport
modelsagainst experimental data. Within the first year, a school will beorganized for the fusion community
in the use of modem computingteclmiques in fusion research. This work is described in Section 3.
Framework and Demonstration Project.

The institutions involved in the initial phase of the project areGeneral Atomics, the ITER joint central team.
MIT. Oak Ridge NationalLaboratory. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory-. Lchigh University.Princeton
Plasma Physics Laboratory, the Tech-X Corporation and theUniversity of Texas (Austin). The Project
Coordinator is Arnold Kritzof Leh.igh University and the Coordination Committee includes onerepresentativc
from each of the participating institutions listedabove. The role of the Coordination Committee is to facilitate
thcadvancement of the project.

2. Module Library

It has been widely recognized that the lack of re-usability of fusioncode components is a serious obstacle to the
development of better, faster, more user friendly codes. This situation will change with 1) the adoption of
standards for the development of modules. 2) implementation of a public library of modules to provide user
access, 3) extensive documentation for the modules, and 4) the means tocoordinate the development of new
physics modules across thecomnninity. Based on these considerations, construction of a ModuleLibrary is
underway.

2.1. Library Function

The Module Library will be a user-accessible library of computer files that contain the source code for modules.
The library will offer a user-friendly interface which will describe the standards required for a module to be
accepted, the procedure for down-loading and uploading library modules, and all the practical information
necessary to use the library (such as the library's file structure). A means will be provided, accessible through a
WEB site, for users and module developers to exchange information, report bugs, and facilitate the
communication between the participants in the transport code project. To facilitate the development of
distributed applications, this site will provide links to FTP sites and application servers for the various modules.
The Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory is providing the web-master for the site. A version control system will
keep a record of the history of each modules' evolution so that users can be sure that they have the latest version
of a module and can determine what changes were made. To safeguard the intellectual property of module
developers, access (o the library will be subject to the rules developed by the modeling and data base
communities.
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2.2. Documentation and Validation

The documentation provided with each module describes the inputs and outputs expected by the module,
adjustable parameters needed to operate the module, the error status flag, including what procedure can be
followed to recover from errors, and an explanation of which internal variables and functions are made available
and for what purpose. In addition, the history of the module's development, its physics basis, published
references for the equations or numerical methods, and the level of validation against experiments are provided.

The module library standards require that driver programs and test cases are provided for each physics module.
Each lest case consists of a set of input parameters for the driver program with the corresponding output. Using
these test cases, users will be able to check implementation of the module on their system. Faults and errors can
be simulated to test proper implementation of the error handling environment.

2.3. Library Contents

The library will contain:
• Physics modules (from plasma transport routines to engineering modules) designed to ensure maximum

flexibility and the ability to adapt to virtually any situation; also wrapper, that are written to allow the
modules to interface with one or more frameworks, will be included

• Mathematical building block modules
• Graphical user interfaces with menus to provide for the most common interactive operations and setting up

of batch runs; these might include an embedded graphics facility, at least for relatively simple plots
• Graphics and visualization software
• File I/O routines (from reading/writing ASCII files to making queries to relational or objected oriented

databases)
• Framework architectures (centralized or distributed, compiled or interpreted)
In addition to physics modules for developing modular transport codes, the library will contain algorithms thai
fall into two categories: (i) isolatable and reusable algorithms thai enable stand-alone physics modules to do their
work, such as time-advance schemes, and (ii) algorithms necessary to efficiently couple the modules.

Five criteria are used lo select modules for inclusion in the Module Library: (1) modules needed for the
demonstration project: (2) modules needed for use in existing transport codes; (3) modules already used in
existing transport codes that have been offered for inclusion in the Module Library; (4) where there is a choice,
modules are chosen on the basis of robustness, speed, and sopliistication of physics content; and (5) modules for
which funding is available at institutions participating in the collaboration.

The most essential modules needed by the demonstration project, and by many existing transport codes, arc the
modules tliat implement theoretically derived transport models. These include the GLF23 model developed by
Waltz at GA, the Multi-Mode Model by Bateman el al. at Lehigh. the IFS/PPPL model by Kotschenreuther and
Dorland at Texas and by Hammett and Beer at PPPL. and the NCLASS neoclassical model by Houlberg el al. at
ORNL.

The demonstration project also needs a transport equation solver, which may make use of algorithms in existing
transport codes. New solvers and iteration schemes have been developed recently lo deal effectively with stiff
transport models (like GLF23 and IFS/PPPL) and with models that have significant off-diagonal contributions
(like the Multi-Mode Model).

In the first stage, the demonstration code will read in all the sources and sinks from the database, rather than
computing these within the code itself. However, there is a strong incentive to share modules from existing
transport codes that compute sources and sinks. In particular, there is a significant demand for the Neutral Beam
Injection package from the TRANSP code at PPPL. There is also significant demand for the RF heating
packages such as the ECH (TORAY/TORCH) package at Lehigli/LLNL. the Lower Hybrid (LSC) package at
PPPL. and the ICRF (PION) package at ITER.

In its first implementation, the demonstration code will read in the equilibrium flux surface shape information
that it needs from the database. However, in an early upgrade, an equilibrium solver will be required, for
example the TEQ package from LLNL. the VMEC package from ORNL. and/or the TSC equilibrium package
from PPPL. These different equilibrium packages can be compared in the NTCC demonstration project.
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No limitation is being imposed on the kind of confinement geometry a module can represent (such as lokamak,
stellarator or any other fusion device), the dimensionality of the physics (scalar, ID, 2D, 3D), or even whether it
addresses core versus edge physics. The general framework for physics modules is being designed to be
sufficiently flexible in order to potentially address any issue. The scope of the physics representation actually
present in the library will be limited and will depend on the prioritization of effort in module extraction and
development.

Several modules may be required to perform a single physics function. In that case, these modules may interact
directly without invoking the framework. A dependency list is established for each module that requires
additional modules to perform its function. To the extent that object-oriented methodologies are adopted and
lead to relevant physics-oriented class libraries, these libraries are made available in the Module Library.

2.4. Module Standards

The standards described below are intended to apply to those modules and codes for which a sufficient user base
exists to justify the additional resources needed. The tables below list "Standards" and "Goals". The "Standards"
described below are enforced for the modules submitted to the library, while, "Goals" are strongly encouraged
and may become future standards for the module library.

Standard:
Standard:
Standard:

Standard:
Standard:

Standard:

Goal:
Goal:
Goal:
Goal:

Standard:
Goal:
Standard:

Goal:

Standard:
Standard:
Standard:

Standard:
Standard:
Standard:
Standard:
Goal:

Standard:
Standard:
Standard:
Standard:
Goal:
Goal:
Goal:

General Standards

Provide source code for each physics module or code
Eliminate graphics calls embedded in physics modules
Provide test case(s) with driver program(s) with input and output data and their
documentation
Provide script to compile and link (e.g., makefile)
Provide documentation about how the module should be used, for example, whether the
module needs to be initialized or used sequentially
The source code files (e.g.. *.f. *.c or *.cpp files) should be submitted rather than requiring
extraction from another file
Multi-platform (code should run on different computers)
Provide error checking (but not slops)
Portability (code should run indifferent environments, e.g., different operating systems)
Minimize external dependencies that cost money (i.e.. avoid using expensive proprietary
libraries)
Supply warnings in the documentation when the above goal has not been met
Arrays should be dynamically allocated
The characteristics of the I/O should be clearly documented (i.e.. the implementation I/O
unit numbers, if any)
Avoid using hard-wired I/O unit numbers

Internal Documentation: (witliin each module)

Name of contact person for support
Date of last revision
Provide at least comments describing module or code, citations to publications (if any).
and range of validity
Describe input and output for each module (include type of variable, dimensions, units)
List dependencies — names of external routines called
Provide warnings about non-reentrant code (e.g., can module be called only once)
Provide statement of known bugs
Interactive online help menus

Reference Documentation: (usually a separate manual)

Name of contact person for support
Provide index of input-output variables
Provide index of dependencies and external routine names
Provide statement of known bugs
Index of modules, routines, variables
Publication of code or module in journal (such as Computer Physics Comniuiucations)
Online hyper-text reference documentation
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Tutorials

Goal: Step by step examples, how lo use code or module

Advertising

Goal: Make availability of codes and modules known widely (e.g., use World Wide Web
page(s))

Data:

Goal: Provide interface routines to data
Goal: Use self-describing data files (such as NetCDF)
Goal: Use public domain, portable, available mid well-documented data file formats
Goal: Establish standards for variable names, units, dimensions, independent variables and grid

descriptions as they appear in the module interfaces

Standards for Users:

Standard: Users of NTCC codes and modules must acknowledge the author(s) and any modifications
made when publishing or presenting results

Standard: Users who find bugs in NTCC codes or modules must report back to the contact person
first

2.5. Library Management and Implementation

Users are able to request modules with new capabilities and modules with a different implementation level from
existing modules. Priorities for these requests are decided by the Project Coordinator in collaboration with the
Project Coordination Committee. A Module Review Committee reviews each new module submitted to the
module library to determine if that module meets the standards required for inclusion in the library. This
committee, as distinct form the Coordination Committee described in the Introduction, consists of one
representative from each of the following participating institutions: GA. ITER. ORNL, Leliigh. LLNL. and
PPPL. The committee can recommend that any submitted module should be revised or improved until it meets
the standards. The committee can also make non-binding suggestions to improve modules beyond the minimum
requirements. A majority vote of the full Module Review Committee is needed before any module is accepted
into the Physics Module Library.

The implementation of the Module Library is expected to follow an evolutionary process starting with the
formulation of the general standards (in coordination with the other components of the project), followed by the
adaptation of existing modules to the newly specified standard, the writing of new modules, and the systematic
upgrade of existing codes to the Transport Code standards.

3 Framework and Demonstration Project

A flexible framework is being developed for transport codes that can be more easily maintained, used,
customized, and upgraded. The framework flexibility will permit rapid development of custom applications by
combining existing physics modules from the Module Library and user-written scripts. It is anticipated that a
number of applications for common transport tasks will become stable. Such stable applications will be made
Wcb-invocable and will have Graphical User Interfaces (GUI's), so that members of the community can use
them as turn-key products, without the need to port them to local computers (though porting remains an option).
By facilitating incorporation of new models and combining of modules in new ways, the framework can aid in
addressing critical physics issues facing the Magnetic Fusion Energy (MFE) program, such as coupling core and
edge physics, exploring the physics of internal and edge transport-barriers, and developing models that relate
rotation, transport and MHD stability.

The framework is being developed using modem methodologies, languages and tools in order to improve
software quality, productivity, and maintainability. The development is taking into account the requirements of
the magnetic fusion scientific community, e.g.. geographically dispersed development teams, applications which
must change rapidly with new scientific discoveries, and a significant fraction of users who want to modify
applications for new problems.
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Tlie software demonstration project benefits from (and perhaps also provide benefit to) non-MFE-funded
activities co-located at the institutions of the design-team members. For example, tlie LLNL participants have
close connections to personnel working on projects in integrated simulation for the Defense Programs'
Accelerated Strategic Computing Initiative (ASCI), Inertial Confinement Fusion, and climate research; one of
them was directly involved in developing framework tools for one of the main ASCI projects. Hence we expect
to see considerable cross-fertilization. Similarly, Tech-X Corporation currently has funding for several projects
related to this software development project. These involve developing object-oriented modeling codes and
libraries for the accelerator community, a Java-based client-server modeling environment, and Web-based
curricula using Java. The expertise and some of the software from these areas are being used in the software
demonstration project.

Since modem computing concepts are not as yet in wide use in the fusion community, tlvis project has an
educational aspect. An initial workshop for the core team to decide among the various teclmologies has occurred
recently. During the first year, the project will organize a school to disseminate this knowledge to tlie rest of the
community.

Initially, the core team is concentrating on combining existing physics modules to develop an application for
testing transport models. Users will be able to put their own models into this application at run-time. At the same
time, this project will provide a test bed for assessing the various teclmologies for combining modules, possibly
written in different langiuiges and possibly distributed but invocable over the Internet. The initial project is being
written for flexibility, in anticipation of extensions to follow in later funding periods. It is being developed to the
point of a stable, verified application, so that it can be served on the Web, controlled tlirough a GUI. and can
graplucally display the results of the calculations on the desktop of (he user, regardless of the platform used.

Many recent advances in computer science are being used in tliis demonstration project. Object-oriented
programming permits greater reuse of code and isolation of modules. The Internet allows applications to be
easily accessed remotely. With the Java language it is now easier to develop network-aware applications with
GUI's that are platform independent. Scripting languages are used for rapid application development and allow
individuals to create customized versions of a code without involving the developers. Intermodule
communication, whether the modules are in the same application, on the same machine, or distributed over the
Internet, has been made easier by the development of CORBA (Common Object Request Broker Architecture)
and related products. There is also a trend towards self-describing modules and data.

3.1. Software Demonstration Project

The software demonstration project is developing a modem framework for an integrated simulation code and is
starting to assemble such a code. By framework we mean coding that assembles plug-in modules written in a
variety of languages in an object-oriented hierarchy and provides (he interconnections, iteration sequences, and
data manipulations necessary to make the modules operate together with the desired functionality. This
framework is being built from a combination of scripted and compiled code, with scripted control of execution
anticipated. The embedded scripting environment provides run-time selection of modules via dynamically linked
libraries, run-time configuration and customization (including, possibly, replacement of part or all) of the
framework, graphics facilities (in addition to those that are being supplied with the GUI described below), and
tools to facilitate the wrapping of modules. The modules may be invocablc either directly (as calls from the
compiled code or by embedding them within the scripting language) or via object calls through a CORBA-IDL
interface. Stable applications can be created from mature combinations of scripts. CORBA-IDL interface
descriptions, and modules. Such applications can be run fully interactively wilh additional scripts created during
the run (including, for example, custom data analysis at intermediate points in the calculation), partially
interactively with a GUI generating the most common scripts or calls, or in a batch mode by invoking the
environment with preset scripts and calls.

The software demonstration project is proceeding in stages, with the first deliverable (witliin one year of
funding) a transport-model-testing code, as defined below. However, the code framework will be defined in such
a way as to accommodate the extensions wliich are to follow. Thus. e.g.. the differential-equation solver will be
applicable to an arbitrary number of variables: the magnetic-geometry interface will accommodate iteration with
MHD equilibrium codes; and edge boundary conditions will be introduced in a way thai will allow them to be
obtained from a 2-D edge code.

The first deliverable, a transport-model-tesling code, will solve time-dependent coupled equations for Te and Tt

with time-dependent, specified, sources, sinks, densities, and magnetic geometry, read in from databases (from
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experimental data and the output of analysis codes). At a minimum, the code will have available the GLF-23.
IFS/PPPL, and Multi-Mode transport models and implicit algorithms sufficiently robust to solve the transport
equations time-dependently or steady-state with these models. The code will be able to access and write delta in
at least die ITER and MDS-Plus database formats. It is expected that the transport model testing code will be
available by the end of 1998.

The scripting environment described above provides a bonus, in that the first deliverable can also be a useful
vehicle for testing individual modules submitted to the Module Library. The environment provides the necessary
pre-processing to define arrays needed for input to modules and to create suites of test cases, as well as graphics
facilities to plot output.

As the initial application stabilizes, it will be provided with a GUI and will be invocable over the Internet. The
GUI will be written in a way that the user can communicate through it or can type scripting commands directly,
as expert users may wish to do. Within the GUI, the user will be able to view different plots, as requested.
Through the GUI, the user will be able to interchange transport models and databases.

Near-term physics upgrades (in an order to be established) are expected to include the addition of the NCLASS
neoclassical transport module, an MHD equilibrium solver, and an expansion to follow the evolution of a full set
of transport quantities (multi-species densities, plasma current, and flows, with self-consistent sources and
sinks). Additional physics modules will be added as they become available through the Module Library and as
resources permit.

3.2. Software Guidlines

The following guidelines are being observed in the design process:

• Portability — the code should run on a variety of machine arcliileclures and operating systems. It should
require little commercial software. Any commercial software that is used should be isolated and a general
license should be obtained.

• Modularity — the code should be composed of independent modules which can be documented, tested, and
executed in isolation. Grapliics packages and calculations should be separated.

• Web/network awareness — for extraction of data from experimental databases. Remote access to module
documentation, test cases, source code will be possible. It should be possible to couple in modules over the
network.

• Web-based control and remote rendering — client and server applications to allow invocation of the
framework over the Internet arc being written. The client application should be able to steer the application
and render graphical output of the results.

• Distributed design framework — design should consider modules running in different processes - as a
design tool even if the main compulation ultimately resides in a single address space.

• Use cmbcddablc and extcndible object-oriented scripting language — facilitates rapid prototyping of
framework class structures and algorithms, provides easy extension of functionality of compiled code
modules, enables customization of the product without affecting archived compiled code, and facilitates re-
use of modules in different combinations for numerical experiments

• Salablity — the project must demonstrate a significantly new and powerful way of building software
compared to current practice so that it will interest and stimulate further development and renewed interest
in testing theories and models.

• Scalability — The code should be able to accommodate a large range of complexity in the modules. For
example, it should be able to accommodate coupling to edge models ranging from a simple point model
boundary condition to a full 2-D (or even 3-D) edge code, and coupling to neutrals models ranging from
simple to full Monte Carlo. As such, the framework must in effect allow7 different models to dominate.

• Inheritance — interfaces should allow for inheritance to have layered complexity, with the lower layers
simple and reusable.

• Reuse of legacy code — The framework will be separate from existing transport codes, but it is reusing
previously written code to the maximum possible extent. It will be able to invoke the modules from the
module library, for example.
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3.3. Interaction with User Community: Participation, Validation, Education

User involvement is being sought throughout the project. Users of present transport-model testing codes have
already been polled to determine requirements. The design team includes transport-code developers and users as
code writers and advisors.

We are asking users of present codes to evaluate the new demonstration code at various stages. The initial
version will have only the physics capabilities of existing transporl-iiiodel-tesling codes; hence our initial figure
of merit will be (a) that the demonstration code reproduce results of existing codes; and (b) that the test users
find the demonstration code easier to use and modify than the codes they have been using. We expect that users
will find the demonstration code to be numerically stable for a wide range of stiff models.

The authors of each of the transport models are being consulted to make sure the demonstration code produces
correct results by comparing simulation runs on the same discharges. After this benchmarking arid the
installation of automated links to profile databases, the code will be ready for use in comparing the predictions of
these transport models with a wider variety of discharges.

The demonstration code will be used to test the available transport models against experimental data from four
lokamaks (TFTR, DIII-D, C-mod. and JET), using data from the ITER Profile Database. Four discharges will be
chosen representing different modes of operation (Ohmic. L-niode, H-mode. mid hot-ion mode). Note that
simulations of high-density C-mod discharges cause problems in some existing transport model testing codes
because of the strong coupling between electron and ion temperature profiles. Time dependent simulations of hot
or cold pulse propagation with 'stiff transport models are of special interest because they stress both the code
and the models.

Within the first year, the developers will share their accumulated knowledge with the rest of the community by
organizing a school, to include courses both on general modern scientific computing methods and on their use of
the demonstration project code. The courses will be taught by members of the fusion community as well as
outsiders. Courses are also planned that are focused narrowly on the use of the applications of the demonstration
project code for those with more limited interest.

3.4. Relationship to the Module Library

The demonstration code depends on the Module Library for its physics modules. Hence, the demonstration code
should be viewed as a primary customer for the Module Library. Additionally, we expect thai, as the demo
project grows into a fully functioning transport code, it will become sufficiently popular that it will become the
model for. and its framework/environment will become the vehicle of choice for. assembling modules from the
Library into custom transport codes (and conceivably other types of applications). As such the demonstration
project will become an integral part of die library. In particular, its framework. GUI. wrappers, and many scripts
generated for use with it would be accessible from the library.

It is important that there be a close communication between the demonstration code team and the those
developing the Module Library in order to ensure that the Module Library standards meet the needs of the
demonstration project. Since the demonstration project is planned to work with wrapped code, some interface
problems, such as choice and order of variables in a calling sequence, are eliminated. However, standards for the
content of the public interface (variables, member functions supplied or derivable) provided by each particular
type of module must be agreed upon, and these standards may need to evolve as new modes of module
interaction (for example, to address new kinds of physics problems) are developed. The project Coordinating
Committee is the vehicle for this communication.

4. Conclusion

Work on the National Transport Code Collaboration was begun in April 1998. The first module, based on the
IFS/PPPL transport model, is currently being reviewed by the Module Committee and a number of additional
modules are being prepared for submission. One vehicle for remote participation and collaboration has been a
number of these conference calls that have taken place. For the most part, this project was designed through
conference calls and by making Web documents available to other participants in the collaboration. Typically ten
to fifteen scientists participate in the conference calls. A number of conference calls have been held to evaluate
computer software for the framework and demo project and to establish guidelines for the Module Library
Committee. Participation from around the world will be encouraged as the project develops.
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Abstract

Client-server methods facilitate the use of scientific analysis applications and permit wider code sharing and
remote collaboration. With these methods, applications can be more easily shared among geographically
dispersed sites. The development of client-server applications has become much easier with the advent of
several advances in computing, including the Java huiguage and CORBA networking tools. In tliis talk we
discuss several client-server architectures for use in scientific applications. These architectures can be used to
pu! network-unaware legacy applications on the web. (o provide steering of applications on parallel computers,
and to efficiently build new applications for scientific sharing. In the latter category is the National Transport
Code Demonstration Project, which is being developed by a collaboration involving nine institutions. A two-
stage arcliitecture is being used, as the server application is object-oriented from the start. The basic server
application is in C++. while the client is being written in Java.

1. Introduction
It has become increasingly important to be able to remotely invoke scientific applications through an intuitive
interface and lo share modeling applications and their results among geographically dispersed researchers.
Scientific modeling applications continue to increase in sophistication and capability, but this means their use
has become increasingly difficult. Client-server systems, especially those in which the client presents an
intuitive interface to the user, can reduce the time lo learn these applications and to obtain and port them to local
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systems. Intuitive interfaces widen use of these applications, thus preventing the development of redundant
applications, as has happened in the past (sometimes even at the same institution). Furthermore, client-server
systems can be designed to permit remote collaboration, so that results from one application appear on the
desktop machines of multiple collaborators instantaneously.

The time required to learn an application can result in a significant loss of productivity. Typical nowadays is
that a user requests the source code for an application written elsewhere. The user must first port the application
to the local machine. This involves modifying build parameters (e.g.. libraries, data types) to be correct for the
local platform. These difficulties can be especially acute when there arc many nonstandard dependent libraries
used by the application. After porting the application, the user must learn how to use it. Tliis can involve
learning a large array of variable names, both in terms of what they represent and what value ranges are valid.
Finally, the user must learn how to view the data generated by the application. These latter tasks are even more
difficult when the application developer and the new user are geographically separated.

This productivity loss could be largely eliminated through use of client -server methods. With such methods, the
analysis application is ported to a single machine or several machines of only one or a few operating systems.
But this application is then served to anyone using any platform through client-server methods. In the system we
envision, the user goes to a website with a Java applet that is the client for the analysis server application. The
Java applet permits the user to execute the application with the desired parameters and get analysis results,
indeed displaying them graphically on the user desktop.

Though simpler than in the past, the development of such systems remains significantly more complicated than
the development of traditional few-user, few-platform, local applications. To meet this challenge development
teams with a range of skills (physics, numerical, networking, etc.) are needed. Object-oriented programming
(OOP) methods are used to modularize the development project. OOP facilitates the separation of the
programming into objects, data plus methods, that can each be given to separate programmers. These objects
naturally separate the client development from the server development, but they further separate the networking
programming from the physics programming and different aspects of the physics programming from each other
within an application.

In tliis paper we discuss several client-server architectures useful to the scientific community and designed to
permit applications to continue to be developed by the scientist. Our original three-tier, two-stage client-server
arclutecture has been used to make network-unaware legacy applications accessible through a browser on a
desktop machine. Through the Java applet interface, the user can edit input files, launch the application, access
calculated data, and display that data on the desktop, even though the application is actually running on some
remote platform. A three-stage upgrade further permits remote collaboration - common viewing of the analysis
resultants. A second three-stage architecture has been developed for the remote invocation and sharing of
applications that run on parallel machines.

For the National Transport Code Collaboration we have been developing a two-stage system, one capable of
directly invoking the methods of the National Transport Demonstration (NTD) object. We have isolated the
interfaces and server physics from the client. Within the server, well isolated modules have been set up to allow
easy plug in of different modules at runtime. Through the client, the user will be able to configure the
application at runtime, for example, to select models (e.g.. for diffusion coefficients as a function of density,
density gradient, etc.) or solution methods (e.g.. finite clement, finite difference, etc.).

2. Recent computer science advances

Over the last decade. Object Oriented Programming (OOP) methods have become widespread in the larger
community of programmers. OOP. as noted above, breaks code into units of objects - data and methods -
thereby making it easier to modularize large projects. Networking too has become commonplace. The wide
availability of the HTTP protocol along with downloadable, executable content in the form of Java applets has
cased the distribution and updating of clients. With the Common Object Request Broker Architecture
(CORBA). the transfer of data between clients and server on different systems has become much easier. OOP.
In this section we review these technologies.
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2.1. Object Oriented Programming

Object oriented methods allow applications to be more easily maintained and upgraded! Writing complex,
changeable, maintainable software is recognized as one of the great difficulties in business computing [1]. To
meet this challenge, the computer science community has developed Object Oriented Programming (OOP)
methods. The power of object oriented programming lies in the conjunction of three concepts: encapsulation,
inheritance, and dynamic binding [2,1]. Encapsulation means that objects communicate with each other mid the
user with methods, while the implementation of the methods and the internal structure of the object are hidden,
so that they can be changed without affecting the interaction with the clients. This feature ensures that
modifications of one part of a complex code do not cause other parts to fail. It also facilitates development by
large teams. With OOP. a programmer maintains control over his/her data as well as working through
established interfaces. Inheritance allows one to add properties, both data members and functions, to classes
defined earlier without losing the original capability. This permits greater code reuse and also facilitates
development by large teams. One group, through inheritance, can more easily extend the work of another group.
Finally, dynamic binding permits different classes to support the same interface but fulfill the requests
differently at run time.

2.2. The HTTP protocol and the world-wide web

No one can have missed the explosion of the World Wide Web (WWW or. simply, the Web). In only a few
years, every computer user routinely accesses other computers through a browser, such as Netscape or Internet
Explorer, Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) client programs. HTTP servers are available for most any
platform, and are running on many desktop machines. The keys to this revolution were the HTTP mid the
Hypertext Markup Language (HTML). The former is a simple, yet powerful protocol for the transfer of text and
binary data. The binary' data can represent sounds or pictures or even executable programs. Hypertext Markup
Language is a simple formatting language that includes the concept of links, text or graphics that, when clicked
upon with a mouse, take one to a new document or cause a file to be downloaded.

An important feature of the HTTP protocol is that it has an automatic update mechanism. Upon initial access of
text or binary data, that data is stored into a local cache area on the client computer along with the time of most
recent modification of that data. At subsequent requests, the modification time of the cached copy is compared
with that of the copy on the server. Only if the server has a more recent version is that version downloaded to
replace that on the client. This prevents unnccded network transfers while ensuring that the client has the most
recent copy.

2.3. Java as a client language

The Java language is ideal for developing client applications that will present a graphical user interface to
remotely running applications. The Java language was developed by Sun Microsystems to provide a platform
independent mechanism for executing processes. Java source code is compiled into platform independent, binary
data called byte code. Tlus byte code, in a unit of Java code called an applet, can be downloaded to a local
platform through the standard mechanisms of HTTP/HTML. At the local machine, this byte code is interpreted
by a Java Virtual Machine (JVM), the result being instructions that execute on the local platform. Hence. Java
provides the mechanism for having downloadable, platform-independent, executable content. Moreover,
updating is automatic as explained in the previous subsection. Finally. Java is an object-oriented language, with
all of the advantages mentioned in the last subsection.

But Java provides much more than just downloadable, platform-independent, executable content. It comes with
an array of safety features that prevent the Java applet from modifying the client machine files or using local
resources, such as printers, or establishing independent network connections. Java applets are said to be
restricted to the sandbox. Still. Java applets can have access to system resources if they are signed with a digital
identification key and given the appropriate permissions by the user.

In addition, the Java language comes with built-in libraries for graphical interfaces and networking. Graphical
interfaces originally were through the Abstract Windowing Toolkit API. This API is slowly being supplanted by
the Swing toolkit, which provides a more consistent look and feel across platforms. The networking libraries
provide for many of the standard network protocols. Thus, sockets (for TCP/IP coimcctions that act like I/O
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streams), ftp (file transfer protocol), and HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) are all present in the Java
networking library.

2.4. CORBA as communication middleware

The means for communicating between client and server is known as middleware. Prior to the development of
CORBA, network communication was, at best, done tlirough sockets. A socket acts to the programmer like a bi-
directional data stream. The client and server send data to each other by writing to the socket, and they receive
data by reading from the socket. Sockets work well for character data, but they do not work well for binary data,
which is more compact (and so transfers in less time) for numbers. The reason sockets do poorly for numerical
data is that numerical data has nonlrivial platform dependencies. The binary code for an 8 byte floating point
number on a DEC alpha chip differs from that on an Intel processor. The result is that transferring binary data
over sockets requires the programmer to write translation code when the two CPU's have different
representations.

In recent years the computing industry has been developing standards for middleware that eliminate this
difficulty and bring the Object paradigm to network communication. These standards are embodied in the
Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) [1]. This architecture permits a client to talk to a server
as if it were an object. This means that a client is given a handle to a server object, mid when the client invokes a
method of that object, the middleware converts this invocation to low-level stream data, sends it to the server,
unpacks it appropriately, and calls the appropriate method of the server. Any return data comes back to the
client by an analogous route.

To use CORBA one specifies the interface of the object to be available in the Interface Definition Language
(IDL). This language is purely declarative; it specifies the interface that an object presents, but not the
implementation. The IDL file is run through a language precompiler to create the skeleton of the code that will
use CORBA.

We have used CORBA for other projects and so are well aware of how to use it and what its limitations are.
There now exists free software [ 1 ] for this type of communication when it is used for noncommercial purposes,
as in the case of most applications for national laboratories. Solutions requiring security or for commercial
purposes can select from a number of CORBA systems. In the long run it is expected that CORBA will be a part
of the major operating systems, just as sockets are now. It is already included within the Netscape browser.

3. Three-tier, two-stage client-server architectures for legacy applications

Using these new teclinologies, development of client-server applications has become much easier. One such
system that we have built has the overall architecture shown in Fig. 1. The goal of tliis system is to provide a
mechanism for making existing modeling applications invocable remotely over the web. The client-server
architecture two-stage architecture. By this we mean that access to the machine and application (stage 1) must
be completed prior to interaction with the application (stage 2).

SciCIient j.
(on desktop) j

i http server I

\ Input files j>

Output files Y

Modeling
application

Fig. 1. A client-server architecture for web invocation of legacy modeling applications.
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The user enters this system by going to a web page, thereby downloading an applet from a web-server (or http-
servcr). The user then selects the application to run and the machine on which to run it tlirough the initial
interface, shown in Fig. 2. After tliis selection, the user begins communicating through the applet with the server
application, SciServer. which resides on the remote machine that also has the modeling application.

quadtxc orp.com

IJilll
waiting for connection command.

Fig. 2. The initial SciClient interface for interacting with the application server.

Our system permits multiple connections. The CONNECT button of the interface of Fig. 2 can be repeatedly
pressed to bring up new client windows of the form shown in Fig. 3. Each client window interacts with a
separate process with its own data. With two clients for the same application, the user may do side-by-side
comparisons of results to understand the changes of model parameters. Alternatively, with two related
applications, the user can more easily see
how the results
affect the other.

of one analysis might

The interface for communicating with the
application. Fig. 3. allows the user to
initiate commands tlirough a graphical
user interface. In this case, the interface is
being used to interact with the Linear
Accelerator Research code (LIAR),
written by Ralph Assman. currently of
CERN. and collaborators. The user can
choose to open input files on the server or
client, to execute the code with any of
those files, or to execute the code and send
command line strings to it. The user can
add plots, select the data to plot, and
modify the plots - changing limits,
zooming, panning, etc. - and print the
plots.

The client carries out the user commands
by sending them to our SciScrvcr process.
This process can activate an application
with a specified input file. After the
application processes cither an input file
or a single command line, the server
passes the data through a filter to put it in
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op&ft Local Data Description File.
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Status: Plotted data from slc_bpm.dat

File: SLC

Fig 3. Interface for interacting with

Research code (LIAR).

the Linear Accelerator

an application independent and platform independent form that the server can then parse and send back out over
the net upon receiving a client request

An advantage to tins architecture is that it permits a complete separation of networking and graplucal user
interface work from scientific programming. The above application LIAR is written completely in Fortran with
no network or GUI awareness. Our scheme not only allows this application to be web served, but it also allows
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fulure applications to be written in a similar fashion - without including code for networking or GUI's, yet be
served on the web. *

4. Three-tier, three-stage client-server architectures for remote collaboration
and remote steering

We have begun developing client-server architectures for more complex purposes, including remote application
and remote steering of applications on parallel computers. These client-server architectures have tliree stages.
For our remote collaboration architecture, the tliree stages are coiuiection with the server, selection of the
application or existing group to interact with, and interacting with that group.

As in all of our architectures, the communication is facilitated through use of CORB A between the client and the
intermediate server. CORBA permits object oriented programming over the net. The result of a CORBA
request is a reference to an object residing on the server. The developer has specified the communication
interface and units of communication through the Interface Definition Language. This interface is then present
in the client application, thus allowing methods that reside on the server to be invoked by the client just as
simply as if the object, both its data and its code, resided on the client.

For our remote collaboration system, the Scientific Chat Room, the units of communication are not only text,
grapliics, and sound, but also plots. The plots are specified through the data required to create them and the data,
such as plot limits, labels, and axes descriptions, needed to render them. Tliis data is much smaller than that of a
full picture description that is ultimately generated. Thus network transfers are minimized, and the plots are
generated on the local screens through the execution capabilities of Java.

We achieve a collaboration tool through our Distributor/Display mechanism. The clients are derived from
Display's, which know how to render data locally. Display's present interfaces for receiving this data. Upon
connection, the Display registers with the Distributor. A Display can then send data, such as that describing a
plot, to the Distributor for all other Display's to receive. In tliis way, one user, who may have modified a plot to
show an important artifact or result of the calculation, can rapidly send his/her plot to all others in the
collaboration group.

As with all Object Oriented methods, this use of CORBA and 0 0 techniques in both the client and server
permits greater code reuse. Base classes providing much of the capability in a generic fashion are developed.
Derived classes then provide particular needed behavior for particular applications.

5. Two-tier client-server architectures for new applications: The National
Transport Code Collaboration

The National Transport Code Collaboration (NTCC) has the goal of developing a framework for transport
calculations for magnetically confined plasma. Many transport applications (codes) are currently in existence,
indeed almost one for every fusion research institution in the US. These applications are critical to our
understanding of these plasmas and are rich in physics. The goal of Hie NTCC is to provide a flexible transport
framework into which users throughout the fusion community will be able to easily insert their transport models.
This will facilitate the more rapid development of transport calculations capable of studying more physics. In
particular, our goal is to eliminate man}' of the restrictions, such as a fixed number of grid points, a fixed grid, or
a fixed number of fields, that arc in our current applications.

A second aim is to have the transport application be largely configurable and easily used by the casual user, the
physics-knowledgeable user who needs to carry out an analysis. For this reason, our application will be web
invocable tlirough a Java grapliical user interface, so that the casual user need not download or port the
application, and the user has the short learning time that accompanies a well thought out intuitive interface.

Our initial design is to have a top-level NTD (for National Transport Demonstration project) object that is
written in C++. This object has methods for adding new fields of new types and names. Examples are fields
satisfying Convection-Diffusion equations, coupled with other fields. Users will be able to specify couplings as
well as coupling coefficients. Interfaces for the objects of the code will be specified in base classes. Developers
and expert users will be able to add new fields, coefficients, etc. to NTD through a simple registry mechanism.
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An important part of this project is to design the C++ application so that it can reuse existing code. There is a
wealth of code in the fusion community for the various tasks of transport modeling - for dealing with pellet
injection, neutral beams, MHD equilibria, etc. This code is largely written in Fortran, but other code also written
in scripting languages, such as Python. Because much of this legacy code was written without regard to
modularity, extracting this code from existing application is itself a significant task, one that is the task of the
Modules group of the NTCC. But once extracted, the NTD framework has the task of implementing Uiis within
the framework. Part of the NTCC task is to develop a cross-platform capability for using legacy transport
modules within the Object Oriented framework. NTD.

Because tliis is a new application, we are not restricted to interact with it tlirough I/O streams and interprocess
communication. Instead we have developed a simple ntd_server executable that instantiates an NTD object and
hands it off to a CORBA-aware NTDImpl object. The NTDImpl object is available on the net through our
defined interfaces. The CORBA methods invocations that NTD_Impl receives are then forwarded to the NTD
object for processing. Results from the NTD object are then passed back out over the net to the client.

This architecture has the advantage that an application is simply created by instantiation of an NTD object and
calling its various methods. A simple program could read a file, create fields in a specified fashion, and run
through the dynamical evolution, periodically writing results to a file, as is common for present day applications.
Thus, developers need not go through CORBA interfaces, the Java client, etc. to test out new physics.

This collaboration is currently in the startup phase of team building. Our progress can be viewed at a website
(6J. We have set up collaboration rules and mechanisms for making decisions. We have set up a system of
codes sharing that uses the Concurrent Version System (CVS) running over Secure Shell (ssh). We have an
initial design for both the server application and live CORBA interfaces. Our initial application solves the toy
problem of evolution due to a constant diffusion coefficient. Collaboration members throughout the US, from
Lchigh to GA have checked out the code, compiled and run it.

We have set the goal of having a transport application capable of running three different models for the diffusion
coefficient by November of this year. Our goal is also to have a web invocable interface for miming this
application on the same time scale.

6. Summary and conclusions

Client-server methods provide a mechanism for separating the complex physics of modern modeling applications
from the complex computer science needed to make these applications easy to use and widely available. They
can be used to put existing applications on the web and also to make new systems for scientific collaboration. In
the case of building new, highly configurable applications, such as the National Transport Demonstration
project, such systems can be more easily developed, as less impedance matching between network aware code
and the physics application is necessary.

The National Transport Collaboration will use these modern computer science teclmiques to provide a flexible
framework for carrying out transport calculations. The client will be written in Java to permit local rendering of
data and to provide a graphical user interface to the user. The server process, with framework written in C++.
will be executable over the net or locally in the standard batch mode typical of present day applications.
Communication in the client-server mode will be handled tlirough the CORBA system.
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Remote Collaboration and Data Access at the Dill—D National
Fusion Facility

D. P. Schissel
for the DIII-D National Team

General Atomics, P.O. Box 85608, San Diego, CA 92186-9784

1. Introduction
When Doublet III was com'erted into the DUI-D tokamak in 1986, an expansion of collaborations was sought as
a goal of the new DIII-D National Program. Today, the DIII-D National Team consists of about 120 operating
staff and 100 research scientists drawn from 9 U.S. National Laboratories, 19 foreign laboratories,
16 universities, and 5 industrial partnerships. This multi-institution collaboration carries out the integrated Dili—
D program mission which is to establish the scientific basis for the optimization of the tokamak approach to
fusion energy production. Presently, about two-thirds of the research physics staff is from the national and
international collaborating institutions.

As the number of on-site and remote collaborators has increased, the demands on the DIII-D National
Program's computational infrastructure has become more severe. The Director of the DIII-D Program
recognized the increased importance of computers in carrying out the DIII-D mission and in late 1997 formed
the Data Analysis Programming Group. Utilizing both software and hardware improvements, tlus new group
has been charged with increasing the DIII-D delta analysis throughput and data retrieval rate. Understanding the
importance of our remote collaborators, tlus group has developed a long term plan that will allow for fast
24 hour data access (7oo24) with complete documentation and a set of data viewing and analysis tools (hat can
be run either on the collaborators" or DIII-D's computer systems. This paper presents (he group's long term
plan and progress to date. A discussion on remote DIII-D tokaniak operation is discussed in a separate paper at
this workshop [1].

2. Data Storage and Retrieval

The amount of raw digitizer data acquired per tokaniak pulse has been increasing steadily since the start of the
DIII-D program. In FY96. 215 GB of raw compressed shot data were acquired with the largest single shot being
acquired this year al 130 MB. Presently a total of 1 TB of raw data have been acquired. The increase in data
acquired per year has been accompanied by an increased demand for data retrieval as the number of
collaborators has grown. Tliis in turn lias created a substantial increase in network bandwidth.

A mass storage system has been purchased and installed this fiscal year to handle the large raw data
requirements of the DIII-D program. Tliis system consists of a 620 GB HP 600fx Magneto-optical jukebox
with 238 platters and 6 drives and a 2.4 TB ATL 7000 DLT jukebox with 68 bays and 4 drives. These systems
iced into a Sun Ultra-1 clone with 100 GB of Raid 5 magnetic hard drive storage providing over 3 TB of
storage for DIII-D raw digitizer data. The mass storage system interactively provides 720 GB of raw data which
is the equivalent of approximately 9000 compressed tokamak discharges. The remaining 2.4 TB from the DLT
system is available on a 2 to 5 minute time scale. The hierarchical storage manager commercial software
purcliased from Veritas Software Corporation to operate the mass storage system provides 7oo24 data
availability which is demanded by a facility with collaborators in lime zones that are up to 12 hours apart.

Network bandwidth into the DIII-D mass storage system is large enough to support remote collaborators. Off-
site researchers connect into the DIII-D National Fusion Facility via the Energy Sciences Network (ESnet)
utilizing a T3 ATM data line at 45 Mbits/s. The mass storage system is on an FDDI ring (100 Mbits/s) thai
connects directly to the ESnet.

Raw tokamak data is written inlo PTDATA formal [2] and moved lo the mass storage system at the end of clay's
operation. Data acquisition and data serving during tokamak operations is currently performed by an older
MODCOMP computer system which is connected to the main DIII-D network via Ethernet (10 Mbits/s).
Starting with January 1999 operations this system will be substantially upgraded. The MODCOMP computer
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will be replaced by a new DEC Personal Workstation 433au system miming Digital Unix. This new computer
will be connected to the main DIII-D network via FastEthernet (100 Mbits/s) utilizing an Alantec Power Hub
series 8000 network switch. Tliis enhanced data serving capability during tokamak operations will be
approximately 100 times faster than current capabilities which will benefit the on-site researcher as well as die
remote collaborator.

At the beginning of 1998 the Alcator C-Mod MDSplus [3] data storage software was adopted for on-site
storage of analyzed DIII-D data. Prior to the MDSplus adoption, analyzed diagnostic data was written out in
different formats and stored on a variety of computers. The DIII-D plasma diagnostic set is made up of more
than fifty instruments placing a severe burden on a new collaborator to learn a wide variety of diagnostic file
formats. The unified format of the MDSplus system allows a new researcher to leani a few computer commands
and raid a vast amount of DIII-D data. The diagnostic data stored in the MDSplus system continues to increase
with presently 1700 archived shots representing 20 GB of analyzed data. MDSplus data serving is performed by
a DEC AlphaServer 4000 5/300 running Open VMS and connected to the DIII-D ESnet network via an FDDI
ring. The majority of MDSplus data is made available in between tokamak pulses giving the researcher critical
information before setting up the next pulse. Access to the MDSplus data by a remote collaborator is made easy
by using a TCP/IP sockets interface. A multi-institutional team consisting of members from General Atomics,
LLNL, MIT, and PPPL are porting the MDSplus server software to (he Unix environment.

The DIII-D relational database of analyzed physics results was designed over ten years ago and operates under
the commercial software package S1032 on a DEC Vax 4000 Model 600A computer system. A replacement
commercial database is targeted for fiscal year 1999 and is presently being investigated with input from our
MIT and PPPL collaborators. This new system will operate in the Unix environment with access available from
either a Web interface or customized GUI data mining tools. The planned interface and documentation will
allow easy access for remote collaborators.

3. Data Viewing and Analysis Tools

Work on data viewing and manipulation tools has focused on efficient graphical user interface (GUI) design
with object oriented programming for maximum code flexibility and access to both PTDATA mid MDSplus
data. The GUI design combined with a thorough documentation system (described below) decreases the non-
productive time a new collaborator must spend learning a new system. Tools are being written in IDL. a
commercial software package for scientific data manipulation and visualization.

A new object oriented IDL based direct graphics library- GaPlotObj has been created in collaboration with
Fanning Software Consulting. Tliis graphics library is a fundamental component of the new DIII-D viewing
tools and allows multiple graphs with cursors for data readout, zooming, panning, and data selection for
manipulation. The first package to use tliis graphics library is the new EfitViewer which allows a researcher to
examine a DIII-D magnetic equilibrium, plasma profiles calculated during the equilibrium reconstruction, and
the quality of the fit including the magnetics and MSE data. The second tool to use GaPlotObj is REVIEWpIus
which is presently in beta testing. Tliis package allows general 2D and 3D data plotting with aritlunetic data
manipulation. Researchers typically plot time histories and plasma profiles with this tool. These two new codes
arc gradually replacing the functionality of the 4D analysis tool that was the DIII-D program's first attempt at
creating a GUI analysis package. The profile analysis part of 4D will be retained but with an enhanced GUI for
ease of use.

Existing data analysis capabilities have been streamlined for greater efficiency and case of use by a new
collaborator. A kinetic EFIT typically took half a day but with recent streamlining in the 4D profile analysis
section tliis lime has been reduced to less than one hour. Furthermore, a researcher docs not have to know a
multitude of codes and Unix shell scripts but instead only needs to know the one 4D GUI. A new interactive
EFIT GUI is being created for rapid MHD equilibrium reconstruction. Tliis type of interactive fit is only
possible because of the dramatic increase in computational power that is available in the workstation
environment. Future plans include storing the output results of theory/model analysis codes (e.g. ONETWO,
GLF23. UEDGE) in MDSplus. Such storage will make it easier to compare experimental data with computer
simulation, allow for easy plotting of simulation data in existing viewing tools, and provide a long term
centralized storage mechanism. Where appropriate, a GUI will be constructed which will make an analysis tool
easier to use.

Accompanying these new analysis (ools is a Web based (http://fusion.gal.com) documentation system that
brings critical knowledge to the on-site and remote collaborator. The documentation focuses on computer codes
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and tokamak data including PTDATA and MDSplus. Access to the data documentation system directly from an
analysis tool has been demonstrated and is presently being implemented.

The new IDL based viewing and manipulation tools are being distributed to remote collaborators either in the
form of a compiled binary executable or from a source code management system (CVS). Computer code
management allows the interested researchers to modify existing tools and merge their changes back into the
main repository. Creating tools in IDL has the added benefit of being able to move among different operating
systems with minor modifications. These tools are presently being mn on HP-UX. Digital Unix and the MacOS
platforms. The recent port of the MDSplus IP library to the MacOS allows all MDSplus stored data to be
retrieved directly to the Macintosh for viewing and manipulation. Tliis allows a researcher who is visiting
another laboratory or attending a workshop to bring a PowerBook G3 computer, establish an IP connection, and
perform data analysis as if they never left their home laboratory. A drawback to utilizing IDL is that remote
collaborators are forced to purcliase a license in order to operate these DIII-D software packages. The Data
Analysis Group has investigated writing tools in Java and Python but at the present time the IDL language is a
much richer environment for scientific applications. As these languages evolve they will continue to be
evaluated as a potential replacement for IDL.

4. Computer Power for Data Analysis

The backbone of data analysis at DIII-D is performed on an HP 9000 Model T-600 server vvtli 3 processors
running HP-UX 10.2. Remote collaborators typically receive an account on this server with the total number of
user accounts now exceeding 300. Complementing this system are numerous HP and DEC Unix workstations
scattered throughout the DIII-D site with two HP workstations dedicated to data analysis during tokamak
operations. Equilibrium reconstructions (EFIT) are performed in between tokamak pulses in a distributed
computing environment consisting of workstations at General Atomics and LLNL. Tliis system allows for two
types of EFIT reconstructions to be run in between every tokamak pulse with a time resolution of 25 msec.

In order to make the most efficient use of computational resources the LSF distributed load sharing and job
scheduling commercial software by Platform Computing Corporation is currently under review. The concept
under review is that this software will operate in a heterogeneous computational environment potentially
combining all Unix analysis workstations into one large CPU pie. This arrangement will allow the DIII-D
program to keep pace with the rapid advancements of the computer industry since older pieces of the pic can be
replaced by newer computers. A researcher will receive one account, as opposed to an account per workstation
under the current system, greatly simplifying the appearance of the computational environment. Additionally, a
remote or on-site collaborator can add their own computer to the CPU pic without the need for the computer to
reside at the DIII-D facility.

5. Summary

A long term plan has been formulated and is being implemented that will allow remote collaborators easy and
fast access to both raw and analyzed data from the DIII-D tokamak. GUI designed viewing tools with ample
documentation will guide the researcher through their data mining experience. Future work will include storing
the results of complex modeling codes, often run off-site, alongside DIII-D experimental data for easy
comparison. Running integrated modeling and simulation codes in a massively parallel computing environment
coupled with new visualization tools that will be required to handle the order of magnitude increase in data is
presently being investigated.
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1. Introduction

Collaboration is an increasingly important aspect of magnetic fusion energy research. With
the increased size and cost of experiments needed to approach reactor conditions, the number
being constructed has become limited. In order to satisfy the desire for many groups to
conduct research on these facilities, we have come to rely more heavily on collaborations.
Fortunately, at the same time, development of high performance computers and fast and
reliable wide area networks has provided technological solutions necessary to support the
increasingly distributed work force without the need for relocation of entire research staffs.
Development of collaboratories, collaborative or virtual laboratories, is intended to provide the
capability needed to interact from afar with colleagues at multiple sites. These technologies are
useful to groups interacting remotely during experimental operations as well as to those
involved in the development of analysis codes and large scale simulations.

The term "collaboratory" refers to a center without walls in which researchers can perform
their studies without regard to geographical location - interacting with colleagues, accessing
instrumentation, sharing data and computational resources, and accessing information from
digital libraries [1],[2], While it is widely recognized that remote collaboration is not a
universal replacement for personal contact, it does afford a means for extending that contact in
a manner that minimizes the need for relocation and for travel while more efficiently utilizing
resources and staff that are geographically distant from the central facility location, be it an
experiment or design center. While the idea of providing a remote environment that is "as good
as being there" is admirable, it is also important to recognize and capitalize on any differences
unique to being remote [3].

Magnetic fusion energy research is not unique in its increased dependence on and need to
improve methods for collaborative research. Many research disciplines find themselves in a
similar position, trying to better utilize facilities and increase productivity for both local and
remote researchers. A recently published issue of Interactions [4] includes a special section
dedicated to collaboratories. A description of collaborative observations at the Keck
Observatory [2] indicates distinct and real advantages gained by astronomers who can now
remotely access this facility, even as the collaboratory is developing. Advantages range from
simply making the facility available to more researchers without the cost of travel to the
physiological advantage of not experiencing oxygen deprivation sickness due to high altitude
observing. The Upper Atmospheric Research Collaboratory [2] which focuses on studies of
the earth's ionosphere and interactions with the solar wind now combines information from
several observing sites, many in difficult to reach high latitude locations above the arctic circle.
Travel to these remote locations, formerly provided by military flights which are no longer
needed, is now more expensive for researchers. With a now obvious need for remote sensing
and collaborations, the UARC has combined access to these experimental facilities and joined
in global modeling efforts to better use the capabilities of researchers on an international scale.
The final collaboratory featured [2] is that of our testbed development for the DM-D tokamak
experiment [4] to make it even more accessible in its role as a US national facility.
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2. Background, fusion collaboratory testbed

We originally proposed the idea of a Remote Experimental Site (RES) [5],[6] as an
operations center, geographically distant from the experiment, that provides the functionality
necessary to conduct physics experiments. This concept was a direct outgrowth of networking
development for local control and data acquisition systems for fusion experiments at the
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) and other sites. The RES [7] development
was initially internally funded at LLNL to develop the wide-area-network (WAN) versions of
local control and data acquisition concepts and forms the basis for the collaboratory
development deployed at DIII-D.

A collaborative project, the Remote Experimental Environment (REE) was formed and
funded [8] in response to the need to explore interactive access to tokamak environments,
particularly in light of the HER project which requires such access on an international scale.
The development was a collaboratory itself and included computer scientists from the LLNL,
General Atomics, Oak Ridge National Laboratory and the Princeton Plasma Physics
Laboratory who, during development, used the technologies being applied to the collaboratory.
The interactive nature of magnetic fusion experiments led us to explore techniques for
supporting enhanced participation in real-time operations from geographically distributed
locations. REE development relied on three major capabilities:

1. Distributed utilization of data, resources and people.
2. Robust, interactive communications and information exchange.
3. Control of instrumentation and experimental systems from remote sites

all of which were addressed to some level in the project. Our objective was to provide a testbed
[4] for exploring remote collaboration research, essentially building an initial "collaboratory"
for national fusion research. The testbed is now being used to evaluate the ability of remotely
located groups of scientists to conduct research on the DEQ-D Tokamak. The REE serves as a
test environment for advanced computing, control and collaboration concepts applicable to
future experiments, like ITER, while enhancing the ability to conduct research on the existing
facility.

3. Distributed computing enviroment

Distributed computing environment

This testbed provides researchers with access to computing services independent of their
physical location, as shown schematically in Fig. 1. It uses the Open Software Foundation
(OSF) Distributed Computing Environment (DCE) to develop and test concepts in distributed
analysis, visualization and control. DCE security and naming services are used with global,
distributed file access from the Distributed File System (DFS). Interprocess communications
software [9] (IPCS) developed at LLNL provides asynchronous communication among
processes in an heterogeneous, computing environment [10] distributed among participating
sites. IPCS provides an interface to the hardware experimental timing system and forms the
basis for wide area network synchronization to the real-time experimental operations. It
provides for coordination of tasks running both inside and outside of the DCE cell. An event
management service [11], originally developed for local area network applications in a VMS
cluster at PPPL, was modified to utilize IPCS messages for communication over the wide area
network and coordination of information flow in the distributed environment. It minimizes the
latency time between data availability and the initiation of processing required both for
operations in the DIII-D control room and for remotely participating researchers. Similarly,
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Figure 1. Computer system supporting collaborator? operations at DIII-D

data availability and processing events are used to initiate visualization applications which
generate displays and make data available for web browser applications. A library of data calls
[12] allows remote access to various data elements within the experiment's file system. This
process was facilitated when GA distributed the DIII-D data file system. Using event
identification and distributed acquisition of data, we can better schedule information flow and
processing during experiments. We are now evaluating the concepts in terms of performance
and suitability of DCE/DFS to support experimental operations.

Our first full DCE application distributed the operations critical processing required to
analyze the magnetic equilibrium produced during experiments. The EFIT code [13], which
gives a reconstruction of the magnetic equilibrium, was modified to run in the DCE
environment. Using data from many measurements now served over the wide-area network,
this DCE version of EFTT allows us to greatly increase the number of reconstructed equilibria
available to researchers in the control room by running parallel processing within our DCE cell.
In addition to the automated processing, a web browser interface to the DCE/EFIT application,
Fig 2., provides user-friendly access to distributed computations. With the cell as currently
configured, we have already realized considerable gain in processing throughput for support of
experimental operations. We typically produce over 200 such reconstructed equilibria in under
5 minutes from the shot. This provides for interpretation of the time-dependent evolution of a
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plasma discharge and meets the demand for intershot processing for both scientific analysis and
control of the experiment.
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Figure 2. Web browser interface to the DCE/EFITprocessing. Forms provide user-selected
processing (left), control of parameters (right) and selection of computers (center).

4. Operations monitoring

As with most tokamaks, to successfully participate in DIII-D operations, whether local or
remote, a tremendous amount of information is required. The complications of being remote
make this more difficult to achieve. The DIII-D data system, however, allows for routine and
efficient access to most data from off-site locations. Data from only a few systems, typically
those that use autonomous computers for control and data acquisition, have not been routinely
available. This situation is currently changing as DIII-D converts to use of MDSplus data
system [14].

For personal communications, we rely on both text-based and audio/video
communications. Internet Relay Chat (IRC) [15] has historically provided a location-
independent means of communication from the desktop. IRC software is free and inter-
operates under UNIX, Macintosh and PC environments. We have developed a Java-based
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graphical interface to create a multi-channel communications tool that is routinely used, Fig. 3.
Via this tool, participants at several locations can simultaneously "discuss" operations over
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Figure 3. Java-cliat communication tool: countdown clock (top), diaglog box (bottom),
participant (right) and active session log (main box).

selectable channels reserved for specific topics such as operations or diagnostics. IPCS
messages provide experimental status to the Java-chat system which automatically update the
date, shot number and count-down time to the next shot. Shot commentaries written during
operations are sent to the Java-chat system as are shot timing events used to time-stamp the
operations. The entire discussion is archived daily and provides a web-searchable log of the
daily operations.

For efficient and active participation in operations, we find it necessary to be able to see and
hear what is going on in the control room. We have provided a remotely controlled camera
connected via the multicast backbone (MBONE) tool [16] to provide audio and video
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monitoring of the operations. A web-based controller provides remote users with an interface
to operate the camera to "look around the room" as one would if present in the control room. A
person with sufficient control room experience can generally determine the quality of
operations by merely observing activity in the control room. Announcements from the chief
operator (technical staff responsible for running engineering systems) can be heard off site and
most session leaders (those responsible for executing a physics run) now use the microphone
to announce to the room and to off site the shot setup and results of previous shots. While we
have capability for 2-way discussions, most session leaders have not become accustomed to its
use. We are making the necessary modifications to simplify it's use with the hope that
simplicity will stimulate use.

5. Remote control

Much of the instrument control now uses Xwindows-based interfaces which makes remote
operation possible with a minimum of modification. Several such instruments are routinely
operated with internet access by exporting the X-based control screens. Data is analyzed at
remote sites with results returned to the control room during operations. Remote procedure
calls and IPCS provide alternate mechanisms for connecting remote user interfaces to local (to
the experiment) data acquisition, control and processing daemons without the need to export
Xwindows interfaces over the network. One such instrument is the SPRED spectrometer on
DIII-D. This instrument was developed specifically for network access and uses IPCS
messages for control with a Tcl/Tk for the user interface, Fig. 4, along with a graphics package

Figure 4. Example of diagnostic control: SPRED spectrometer on DIH-D

to display the data. Access to control the vacuum system hardware, high voltage bias supplies
and data acquisition is allowed except for the main tokamak vacuum valve. Remote monitoring
of acquisition status for this instrument and others has been implemented with a web browser
application (formerly done with X displays). Shown in Fig. 5 is an active web display which
is automatically updated by IPCS messages when the DIII-D control system has a transition in
state, e.g. set up for a new shot or start of the data acquisition sequence. The status of various
instrumentation components is available along with the shot number, date and time to the next
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shot. Similarly plasma control, heating and fueling systems on both Alcator C-mod and DIII-D
allow for remote operation. Due to the nature of these systems, e.g. control of millions of
watts of power where machine and personnel safety are issues, administrative policy generally
limits the use of remote control. Security features with authentication and resource
authorization are needed to make these systems more open for future remote use.

' ' I 7 * JSSj

Figure 5. Live web browser display used to monitor processes over the network.

6. Remote experimental operations

The feasibility for remote operation of a fusion experiment was first demonstrated on
Alcator C-mod [17]. Researchers from the Plasma Fusion Science Center at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology joined those at LLNL to operate the Alcator C-mod experiment in
Cambridge MA from Livermore, CA. At that time, only a Tl (1.6Mb/s) network connection
was available which limited the audio/video communications and the data transfer rates.
Researchers now regularly participate in DIH-D experiments from off site, running
instrumentation and providing data processing and analysis. Recently, similar operation of the
DITI-D tokamak was conducted from the LLNL site [2], To demonstrate that an even greater
level of participation is possible from remote locations, a team of scientists conducted a set of
experiments on the DHI-D tokamak from LLNL using the REE to execute an approved research
proposal. This included remote operations of the plasma shape control system, the 20MW
neutral beam heating system, several instruments and the intershot analysis. The T3 (45Mb/s)
connection was very robust and supported several audio/video channels, control and data
acquisition interfaces and data analysis with the local area ethernets (lOMb/s ) now becoming
the limit. Our primary focus was to complete an approved set of experiments. Our goals were
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to obtain information on the strengths and weaknesses of collaboration tools, to gain more
insight into the number and types of communications channels needed and to provide
information for development of techniques for future experiments such as Il'HR.

The team comprised a session leader responsible for conducting experiments, a physics
operator controlling plasma shape, a physicist controlling operation of neutral beams and an
analysis coordinator responsible for dissemination of experimental progress. This core group
would normally fly to San Diego to be in the local DIQ-D control room during operations
where fine tuning of the experiment based on results obtained is generally required. We
conducted the experiment jointly with participating physics personnel in the DIH-D control
room and with on-site technical staff responsible for machine and personnel operations and
safety

Providing sufficient communication between the local and remote teams was the most
difficult challenge. The single A/V channel typically used during remote participation in
operations clearly was not enough to support the highly interactive demands of full operation.
We reviewed how team members interact in the control room and determined that the minimum
of A/V sessions required to demonstrate truly viable remote operations was four. We
configured additional workstations to enhance our communications capabilities as shown in
Fig. 6. Anyone in the control room could walk up to the remote session leader and discuss

Dlll-D Control room
ESnet

Audio

LLNL Remote Site room

CuSeeMe

Neutral Beam Operations
hardware & safety I " n \

SGI Indy

Video

Audio

\
Neutral Beam Physics
operation

SGI Indy

sdr - MBONE

Chief Operator
Engineering & safety

Scientists in Dlli-D

Video Physics Operator
Plasma shape control

Session Leader
directing physics

operation

To participants at
ORNL & PPPL

Dlll-D
Paging
system

Figure 6. Four channel audio/video communications installed for remote operations.
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experiments in progress. This channel also provided multi-party communication with other
off-site participants at ORNL and PPPL. Using these four channels, the only additions to the
REE, we were able to keep all groups informed and safely directed operations. The team
assembled at LLNL participated in the first day of operations as normally done from off site.
On the second day, the remote team brought up the experiment for the second day of a Helium
Plasma campaign [18]. The experiment was up and running with only routine difficulties and
minimal delay due to our "remoteness". With our somewhat narrow view of the DIII-D control
room, Fig. 7, we maintained operation for the entire day, took 26 shots, comparable with the

Figure 7. Screen capture of operations view from the remote control room at LLNL.

first run day, and completed a defined set of experiments. Most of us felt that remoteness of
the run team had little effect on the rate at which the experiment progressed. All things
considered, most participants felt that this first remote operations run on DIII-D was quite
successful and are quite willing to participate in such operations in the future.

7. Observations on scientists at work

An integral part of the collaboratory development is a review of how scientists function in a
distributed work group [3]. Understanding the work practice of experimental scientists
provides input to the design of collaboration technologies and is critical to the long-term
success of these projects. Numerous scientists were interviewed before, during and after the
remote operation from LLNL. For collaborators that are already remote, the desire for remote
collaboration is high. For scientists on site at GA, remote collaboration is often seen as an
intrusion. Education of the local staff is important for gaining acceptance. Perhaps the best
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sign of success is the way in which technology supports and enhances the research activity.
Indeed, acceptance of the idea is often only achieved when obvious benefits to the local
research group are realized. The number of participants, the size and customization of
equipment and the rapid iteration of experimental parameters challenge traditional approaches
that generally are aimed at one-on-one or smaller, more isolated work groups. The fact that
fusion collaborators are already geographically distributed at different laboratories provides an
impetus for acceptance of new ideas.Overall the remote experiment was a success. It
demonstrated the feasibility of running a full physics experiment on the DIII-D tokamak from a
remote site. Productive, interactive remote participation was clearly demonstrated. Some
things did not work as well as planned, but are fixable. Ideas for improvement came from
many of the participants. Comments ranged from fear that the local team would be relegated to
the off-hours maintenance and repair of the tokamak and thus miss the physics to excitement at
the future possibilities of being in your home institution but still controlling the experiment.
Collaboratory use is an evolutionary effort and we are just now learning the many issues
associated with research at a distance.

8. Conclusions

The technology available today readily supports a high level of collaborative research as
demonstrated by the robust and high performance connection to the DIH-D experiment. It
supports fast and routine data sharing, analysis and remote access to instrumentation.
Additional A/V channels would be very useful. Ideally every workstation and terminal in the
control room should be so equipped and, indeed, it is required for true integration of remote
and local participants. Network bandwidth is certainly an issue; in the US, this is rapidly
disappearing as an impediment. Many laboratory sites are already connected at speeds higher
than T3 and network infrastructure is being improved to many University sites under
government funding for Internet EL While robustness and ease of operation are still issues, the
most serious technological issues requiring development at this time is the deployment of
security architectures and authentication schemes. Authentication using levels of permission is
needed to insure that even valid collaborators do not wander off into systems where they have
not been properly trained. At this point, perhaps the major impediment to remote science is one
of acceptance, both by the working scientists and administrators. The somewhat archaic mode
of operation which"focuses almost solely on local presence needs to be broadened to the virtual
presence provided by collaboration technologies. Where we have seen too little progress is in
the daily communications among collaborators, e.g. routine broadcast of work group meetings
and the ability to virtually meet to discuss research topics. While technology can support this
level of interaction, it still requires fairly knowledgeable users to make it work. The
technological tools are rapidly improving and will soon leave us only to modify or work habits
and environments.
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JET and Remote Participation

Jean Jacquinot, Richard Ross, Volker Schmidt

JET Joint Undertaking

1. Overview

• Present Situation at JET
• Remote Data Access
• Machine and Diagnostic Control
• Possible Evolution
• Conclusion

2. Present Situation at JET

2.1. Existing External Collaborations

Associations

• JET is part of the European Fusion programme together with fusion laboratories in the countries of the
European Union (+Switzerland)

• The European Fusion Labs (..Associations") are members of the Joint Undertaking through the JET Council
approve the Project development plan

Task Agreements

• There exist a number of Task Agreements under which specific research or development areas are jointly
undertaken by an Association and JET. Staff arc seconded under Task Agreements.

Staff Exchange

• Staff from various other fusion research establishments work at JET under a number of different
arrangements; most of these are short term visitors

2.2. Organization of JET Operation

Campaign Programme

• Experiments Committee
• Task forces
• Session Leaders

Pulse preparation

• Session leader

(using: Level-1 software = dedicated tool using special database)

Operation team

• 24 hour permanent Control Room Staff (5)
• Operations-only staff (about 40):

• Session leader
• PiC
• EiC
• Duty Officers for all subsystems and diagnostics
• On-site technical support

• Additional on-call cover outside operations shifts or working days
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JET Computer Systems Structure
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2.3. JET Data Storage

• AH JET Data 'on-line'
• In house developed Data Base Systems, mainly based on hierarchy of data pulse number and

measurement types.
• Accessible from all JET off-line computers (mainframe, different flavors of UNIX, NT).
• PPF Director}' services available on internal web
• JET Data Handbook on internal web

• Tliree logical stages/levels.
• Raw Data JET Pulse Files (JPF)
• Processed shot by shot data (PPF)
• High-Level Reduced Data Central Physics File (SAS - Statistical Analysis System)

• Supported by Jotter pulse by pulse reports
• Selected 'Good shot' lists for particular topics
• Reprocessing of standard data, following corrections to data or analysis, several versions of data kept,

history files kept.
• Validation procedures in place. Data flagged for quality.

2.4. Experiment data

• collected through on/line systems
• transmitted to IBM via 2*#Mbyte/s channel connections (old teclinology)
• about one operation day's worth of data buffered on on/line systems
• Permanent storage on IBM Mainframe:

- 450 GB Disc
- 10 TB Automated Tape Library

2.5. Auxiliary Information

A large body of additional data is stored in different ways and generally available only on-site via dedicated
applications or (increasingly) via web browser. Data are stored on different systems.

• operational logs for different systems (using commercial database)
• data handbook (HTML files)
• some manuals (HTML files)
• some inventories (using different commercial databases)
• Shift Rosters (HTML files)

(note that planning and progranune infonnation is not publicly accessible at the moment)
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Routine Processing
Processing Chain 1
Magnetics Geometry
Global Power, RF, NB
Temperature
Density averages

Processing Chain 2
Detailed Magnetic Equilibrium,
Flux surfaces
Temperature and density profiles
Speotroscopy, Bolometry
Energy confinement
Neutron rates
Time slices

Detailed pulse analysis
Full energy and particle transport analysis

Data Validation
Re-processing

Central Data Storage (JET IBM)
User Access

All JET Off-line users
Further Analysis

Jotter
Control room
Reports etc.

JET Pulse File (JPF)
- Machine parameters
- Raw diagnost ic data
44500 pulses
up to 650MB per pulse
Total 2.4 TB (980 GB compressed)

<30 pulses/ operation day 10GB data

Processed data PPF
-1.3 Million 'Datasets'
30-100MB/Pulse
300GB Total
-100 Topics/Pulse

CPF Central Physics File
Selected time points
Constants
Scalars
•Profiles
100-250 KB/Pulse

Topical Databases
ITER Databases

IBM Users

UNIX Users

MS NT Users

External IBM Access
via In te rne t

External Web Server

Firewall
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3. Remote Data Access

3.1. Present policy

• (almost all) data are JET-public
• (almost all) data are centrally stored
• limited and controlled external access

only via remote log-in
protection of authorship (sx-month rule etc-)

3.2. JET Statutes Relating to JET Data

According to Section 8 of the 'Rules for Dissemination of Information', (JET Council paper EUR FU 83/JC
20/6) JET lias an obligation to release data to the associated laboratories: It stales that:

"The Joint Undertaking shall make experimental results (whether or not they are to be
published) available to the Members as soon as possible and, in any event, not later
than six months after the experiment has been concluded. "

This has been interpreted in various ways through the Project:

• In 1985 (EUR FU 85/JC 24/83) it was dedicated to distribute a paper summary of each pulse to the associated
laboratories, every 2 months.

• In 1995 (EUR FU 95/JC 59/10.1) the rules for access to JET data stored on the JET IBM Mainframe from a
remote site via the Internet were proposed and accepted. Tlus is summarized as:

- Access to main JET data files (JET Pulse Files and the Processed pulse files) for pulses more than six
months old is allowed for authorized staff.

- For data less man six months old access is limited (o the relevant data and for defined pulse list pertinent
to the study being undertaken.

- There is no access to data less than two weeks old.
• In 1997 the status was reported to JET Council (EUR FU 97/JET-SC) -Availability of jet Data to

Collaborators in the Associations'

4. Existing Remote Collaborations

4.1. Remote log/on to JET IBM Mainframe Service

About 15 active users

- IPP +NET
- CNR Milano
-ORNL
-PPPL
-GA

Pros

- Secure via Firewall. Secured Card and IBM security (uid/password)
- Access to all JET data possible, subject to authorization control
- Familiar to staff who worked at JET
- JET standard display software available

Cons

- Not everyone is familiar with IBM interface
- Emulators can be difficult to configure.
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4.2. TRANS

• detailed transport analysis
• collaboration with IPP Garching, PPPL, MIT, GA
• code developed and maintained globally
• extensive data preparation
• data aid results exchanged regularly (ftp), with JET WorldNET TRANSP computer (outside firewall)

4.3. Shared High Level Data Bases -

• available over (external) WWW
• Four ITER databases:

- H-Mode
L-Mode

- Threshold
- Profile

• Standard ASCII format flat files, in agreed standard format.

5. Machine and Diagnostic Control

5.1. System Structure

• Control/monitoring of machine systems and of diagnostics
- uses identical approaches
- are not separated structurally

• Many diagnostics" signals are also used for machine control purposes (i.e. they are essential for successful
machine operation)

- only .,weak" separation from off-line systems (IP-Gap)

5.2. Control Rooms

• The JET control room is organized in bays by machine system/function:
• The control room consists of (wo connecting rooms, one dedicated lo ..machine" systems, the other to

^diagnostics" systems.
• All operator stations are X-tenninals/SPOARCslations (connected to the CODAS network of SPARC

computers)
• No operation of JET machine from outside the central control room except via temporary ..tunnels" which

require written approval of the EiC
• In addition there are non-CODAS systems which are installed in different locations which have specific

purposes:
- Active Gas Handling System (commercial Process Control System) with separate control room in separate
building
- Incident desk in the central control room, but with independent, direct indicators
- PEMS the central station of which is also placed in the central control room: tliis is a rudimentary backup
system for plant monitoring in case of CODAS failure

• In addition there are manned local control rooms in different locations on site.
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Layout of the JET Central Control Room
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5.3. Expected Changes in Approach

• In the future JET may see an increased involvement from the Associations in the European Fusion Programme
and from other fusion labs
• increased remote participation in:

• preparation of experimental campaigns
• analysis and feedback during campaigns
• analysis of results
• publications

6. Expected Technical Changes

6.1. Remote Data Access

• At present JET data are only accessible to off-site users via remote log-in onto the IBM mainframe
computer at JET. Users have to do their analysis on that machine.

• For the future there are at least three options:
1. Increased open, secure remote access to other JET off-line computer systems for data analysis
2. Conversion of JET data into a standard format (e.g. NetCDF) when accessed from outside (preferred)
3. Keep the data in the present JET-specific format and provide versions of the necessary JET applications
on different platforms for use outside (and also inside) JET.

• Solution 1 is the simplest but presents possible risks
• Solution 2 is platform-independent, but the fusion community has to standardize on one standard data

format. Such a standard could then be applied to the data from other fusion labs as well.
• Solution 3 creates the burden of maintaining JET-specific applications for different platforms. It also is not

applicable to other labs.
• All solution must retain the central dala storage and remote analyses must contribute to the central data

store.

6.2. Teleconferencing

• to be used in particular
• for the preparation of experimental campaigns
• during experimental campaigns for expert feedback to session leaders
• after campaigns for remote participation data analysis
• most important technical aspect is the question of integration with computing/Internet

6.3. Remove Terminals

• to give off-site remote access to JET operational status (read-only!)
• to give off-site remote access to auxiliary information which is not part of the JET data archive
• can be used for real remote control of components (to be used with extreme caution)

6.4. Improved Internet Connections

• one of the prime preconditions is increased-bandwidth Internet comicclions between the participating fusion
labs

• participation_attaclunent in TEN34 activities?
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6.5. VPN Over Internet

• for all Internet traffic between the labs (except for data access) we need a secure Virtual Private Network
over Internet

• connecting the European fusion labs
• open to other laboratories with which JET has task agreements

• there are no standard solutions - many different products

7. Approach

7.1. Need for Technical Protocols and Standards on a European Basis

• establish active user group
• agree data exchange format (or formats) for JET data
• agree on data exchange formats for oilier experiments as well?
• Select teleconferencing approach (Internet or not)?
• Select VPN over Internet product for all labs in Europe
• Agree on Internet connection methods wliich are compatible with remote participation (in particular
firewalls)

7.2. Costs

• Main costs factors jin ascending order]:
1. Manpower to participate in standardization effort
2. Manpower to implement standard data formats/access methods
3. High speed Internet connection
4. VPN
5. Teleconferencing (if live video is required)

Cost items 1 mid 2 are essentially once-only costs; items 3. 4. 5 multiply with the number of participating sites

7.3. Staged Approach to Implementation

1998
• establish European Working Group

• should combine users and tecluiical experts
• studying and agreeing data exchange standard/access methods for main JET data (prototype under
preparation)

• study/recommend teleconferencing approach (via Internet?)
• implementation of data exchange standard/access method for main JET data
• review firewall set-up at JET (keeping in mind the VPN implications)
• review Internet connection at JET
• review JET data access policies

1999
• agree on VPN over Internet for European Fusion labs
• install new firewall at JET (and related network changes)
• implement pilot installation of selected teleconferencing system
• install pilot installation of selected VPN

8. Conclusions

• Remote Collaboration is already significant part of JET daily life.
• Constitution of a world Tokamak database has provided major contribution to ITER design and performance

assessment.JET contribution are important in all data bases.
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J. Jacquinot: JET and Remote Participation

The increased remote participation of scientists from the European Fusion programme and from other fusion
labs is important for die future exploitation of tlie JET facilities and the evolution of the world fusion
programme
It is necessary to agree at least on an European basis on standards and common approaches.
The time scale for the introduction of increased remote participation at JET in early 2000 is very short and
requires adequate resources.
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Workshop on Remote Participation in Fusion Experiments

Summary of the Discussion Session, June 29.

Walter L. Sadowski

U.S. Department of Energy, Wahwgkm, USA
Walt. SadoMKski(a)maiIgw. er. doe.gov.

The participants of the workshop emphasized that this is the first of a series of workshop in this area and thai
remote participation will become in the future a standard means of cooperation between institutions and
countries. Remote participation is particularly important for countries with modest fusion efforts and modest
budgets in fusion. Remote participation will permit close cooperation between individuals in such countries and
countries with extensive fusion programme.

The discussion centered on six topics associated with remote participation. These were:

• Centralized versus distributed data warehousing in collaborative projects
• Use of compatible data management and applications software systems
• Intellectual property rights, publications and access safeguards
• Computed security and communications needs
• Minimum standards for hardware and software compatibility
• Common phmning of hardware and software systems for maximum impact.

The discussions look place in an informal atmosphere and were led by an expert in each topic. The participants
agreed Uiat the JET model of data warehousing would be the most appropriate way to provide data access for
remote participants. Since at the present time JET data is behind a security wall, the JET paradigm should be
reproduced outside the fence. The data should be self/describing and a central copy should be maintained.
Version data should be provided.

The participants felt that commercially available software for statistical analysis of data was not yet satisfactory
for fusion purposes. The participants felt that there was a need to have topical access to data where such tilings
as searches for specific profiles were possible. There was also the need to provide searches based on die time
evolution of a quantity, rather than on time slices, as it is presently done. The participants decided that contacts
with other fields of science would be useful to see how data is handled in such data intensive fields as high
energy nuclear physics.

The question of intellectual property rights was complicated by the fact that access to data must not only give
credit to the originator of the data, but also by the fact that data banks contained data with different level of
validation. The discussion coordinator. Professor P. Vandenplas proposed that data be divided into four classes,
ranging from raw data in class one to carefully checked and validated data in class four. Such a classification
would address the concerns of the experimentalists that insufficiently validated data would find its way into
publications, thereby creating problems for the data originator. In the future, when remote participation will
become much more widespread because of the reduced number of devices in the world, the remote participant
and the host institution must share applications software. The intellectual rights and the investment in such
software must be protected. Policies will be worked out, addressing this question.

The participants felt that the need for security must be balanced against the cost of maintaining secure access.
There have been cases of break/ins into fusion data banks. So far no damage has been done, but the possibility
exists that an individual motivated by anti/nuclcar sentiments may try unauthorized access. There are
commercially available security systems that are good enough to be used by the military establishment. These
carry maintenance costs and performance penalties. The question of security will need to be discussed further.
Communications need were discussed at some length. While high speed coimections were available to the
European labs with bandwidth as high as 2x45 Magabauds. these carried a lot of traffic and the participants felt
that point-to-point connections of lower bandwidth provided better service. The 784 Kbaud connection between
Naka and Berkley was used as an example of a good data link.

The topic of minimum standards for hardware and software generated a lively discussion. The participants were
trying to find a happy medium between what is possible with present budgets and what was possible with
present technology and desirable from the point of view of smooth operations, the majority opinion was that
technically up-to-date means needed to be provided to make efficient use of remote participation.
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Waiter L. Sadowski: Summary of the Discussion Session, June 29

The last topic dealt with common planning of hardware and software systems for maximum impact. It was clear
to the participants that most fusion laboratories face the problem and opportunities of remote participation. In
some cases this is due to tlie fact that devices are operated as user facilities and ion some cases the devices are in
different geographic locations. The discussion leader. Professor G. Grieger, suggested thai a White Paper be
written by the participants, to be presented to the Fusion Power Coordinating Committee as input to their
deliberations on common planning in this area. A technical committee of experts was formed to write the White
Paper. The Paper will be edited by Dr. T. Casper of Lawrence Livcrmore National Laboratory and presented to
the committee of experts for approval, the White Paper will be presented to the Fusion Power Coordinating
Committee at its meeting in Yokohama.
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Remote Participation Workshop Programme.

Sunday, June 28.

9:30 Opening by M. Tendler

Invited Talks

9:40 Jacquinot J., JET: JET and Remote Participation

10:20 Wagner F.: W7X in Greifswald and Planned National and International Cooperation

10:30 Hertweck F., IPP: Remarks on the Current Status of the Garching/Greifswald
Connection

11:10 Break

11:30 Samm U., KFA Juelich: Remote Participation Across National Boundaries.

12:00 Korten M, KFA Juelich: The TEC Approach To a Remote Room at TEXTOR.

12:30 Kishimoto Y., JAERI:Remote Collaboration and Data Link System on JT60

13:00 Break

14:00 Stillerman J., MIT. Uniform Data Access for Remote Participation.

14:40 Casper T., LLNL: The Collabory for Support of Scientific Research

15:15 Break

Contributed Talks

15:30 Manduchi G., RFX:The JAVA Environment for Remote Control and Data

16:15 Kritz A. H., Lehigh University: Display in Nuclear Fusion Experiments.

i 16:40 Cary J., Tech-X Corporation: Web invocation of analysis applications using Java
and CORBA and its application to the National Transport Code Collaboration".

17:05 Schissel D.P., General Atomics: Remote Collaboration and Data Access at the
DIII-D National Fusion Facility
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Monday, June 29
Panel Sessions

14:00 Centralized vs. distributed data warehousing in collaborative projects.
Chairman: Fredian F., MIT

14:25 Use of compatible data management and applications software systems
Chairman: Kritz A., Lehigh University

15:05 Intellectual property rights, publications and access safeguards
Chairman: Vandenplas P., Euratom

15:40 Computer security and communications needs

16:15 Break

16:30 Minimum standards for hardware and software compatibility
Chairman.: Schmidt V., JET

17:00 Common planning of hardware and software systems for maximum impact.
Chairman: Grieger G., IPP

17:40 Closing ceremony
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